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工ntroduct⊥on
Promoting creative basic research has now become one of the
mostimportant themes ofJapan，s science and techn01ogY P01icies・
Howeverr thereis still much development required regarding the
COnCePt Of basic research and managerial views・ZnJanuary1990
Yukihiro Hirano and Chiaki Nishigata from the National　＝nstitute
Of Science and Techn01ogy P01icY（N＝STEP）comPiled a report
entitled，一Basic Researchin Major Companies of Japan（N＝STEP
REPORT No・8）”with the aim of shedding somelight on basic
research carried out bY Private companies that have been exhibit胃
ing distinctive movements since thelatter half of thel980S・The
report highlighted the apprehensions felt about basic research bY
Public research establishments，Which are essentiallYin a posi－
tion where they should be conducting this researchl and what was
generally expected of them．And we felt that there was a strong
need to examine the state of basic research bY these research
establishments．
To this end，We decided to examine the state of basic
researchin governmentlaboratories・We decided to adopt the
Same SurVey method as that usedin the examination of basic
researchin private companies．Research officialsinv01vedin
research management at governmentlaboratories or public research
establishments with similar functions were invited to seminars
held at N＝STEP with the aim ofilluminating the characteristics
Of basic research at public research establishments and the
PrOblems affecting・its management・The seminars took the form of
PreSentations by the guest speakers，and discussions among re－
SearChers at NISTEP and government officials responsible for
SCience and techn01ogY P01icY at the Science and Techn01ogY
Agency′　etc・
From among the range of points clarified at the series of
Seminars，this reportidentifies and examines the various prob－
1ems affecting the conduct of basic research at governmentlabo胃
ratories・The report alsoincorporates studies carried out bY uS，
independent of the seminars．Responsibility for the wording of
this reportis assumed entirelY bY the authors．
In con］unCtion with this studY，We Sent a queStionnaire to
directors of governmentlaboratories regarding the research
environment at their respectivelaboratories．Results of this
questionnaire have beenincludedin the text of this report where
necessarY，While a general summarY Of the questionnaire and
results are attached for reference as an annex．
Finally′　We Shouldlike to express our sincere gratitude to
the f0110wing people who found time within their busY SChedules
to attend the series of seminars and share their knowledge and
experience with us，and also to theliaison conferences of direc■
tors of institutes under the direct contr0l of the various minis胃
tries，and the governmentlaboratory directors for their valuable
C00Peration with the questionnaires．
Professor Yoj⊥Ikawa
Chief，The　工nstitute of PhYSical and Chemical Research（R工KEN）
Professorr TokYO Hedical and Dentai UniversitY
（Presentation　－　31May1990）
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Director，1st Research Group，National Research Znstitute for
Hetals，Science and Technology Agency
（Presentation　胃　7June1990）
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Supervising researcher，First Research Group，Nationai　＝nstitute
for ResearchinInorganic Haterialsr Science and Techn01ogY
Agency
（Presentation　－14June1990）
Dr．Junichi Shimada
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Agency ofIndustrial Science and Techn0logy′　Ministry ofInterna－
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Director－Generalr Cornmunications Research Laboratory／MinistrY Of
Posts and Telecornmunications
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Deputy Director，National　＝nstitute for Environmental Studies′
Environment AgencY
Professor，TokYO　＝nstitute of Techn01ogY
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Dr．Yuzuru Akamatsu
Director，Department of Chemistry′　NationalInstitute of Health，
Ministry of Health and Welfare
（Presentation　－　2l September1990）
Dr．Nobuo Hurata
Director，Eco－PhYSi010gy Research Division，TropiCal Agriculture
Research Center，MinistrY Of Agriculture，Forestry and Fisheries
（Presentation　－110ctober1990）
Dr・YasuYOShi Watanabe
Department Head
Department of Neuroscience
Osaka Bioscience　＝nstitute
（Presentation　－1November1990）
Dr．Kazuaki Takashima
Deputy Director－General
National Aerospace LaboratorY，Science and Techn0logy Agency
（Presentation　－14　March1991）
Dr．Katsuomi Takehira
Directorr Research Planning Office′　National Chemical LaboratorY
for＝ndustry′Agency dfIndustrial Science and Techn01ogy′　Minis－
try of Znternational Trade andIndustry
（Presentation　－　20　March1991）
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Dr．HiroYuki Yamanouchi
Director，Vibration Research Office，Structural Engineering
Department，Building Research Znstitute，MinistrY Of Construction
（Presentation　－　22　Apri11991）
Note：Titles／positions oflecturers shown are those current at
the time of presentation．
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1．Government Laboratories and Basic Research
Before we discuss basic research at governmentlaboratories，
itis worth examining．whetherJapan′s governmentlaboratories are
in fact responsible for conducting basic research・
The Provisional Council for the Promotion of Administrative
Reform，a advisorY bodY eStablished to advance administrative
reform，made recommendations on how science and techn0logY Should
be administeredinits　22JulY1985　report．
In the report，the Council stated that research and develop－
mentinJapan to date has focused entirelY On aPPlication and
development，eSPeCially at the development stage，importing．ideas
and the fruits of basic research conducted in the United States
and Europe．The report also stated that the ma］Or Challenge
facing research and developmentin Japanis changing from a
Hcatch－uPl－　research structure that giVeS PrOminence to the appli－
Cation and development stage to a structure that focuses on
Creative basic research．
With regard to governmentlaboratories，the report stated，
”Each governmentlaboratorY has its own set of circumstances，
Withindividual responsibiiities，fields of research，Organiza－
tion and structure．In an effort to advance science and techn0l0－
gY P01icies，the focus of governmentlaboratories should be oni）
Carrying Out reSearChin accordance with administrative needs，
Whileleaving fields of research that are better handled bY the
Private sector to the private sector；ii）carrYing out research
and developmentin basiC Orlarge－SCale research areas or themes
in which the private s？CtOr WOuld experience difficulty；andiii）
developing and enhancing the research and development base and
COnditions，including expansion and opening to the public use of
large－SCale research and experimental facilities and provision of
advanced material and genetic resourcesr in the premise of the
effective use of private－SeCtOr CaPabilities・一’The report went
Onr．一Government agencies・　・Should giVe PrioritY tO eXPanding
their research organizations that respond to the newly emerging
needsincluding creative basic research・”
On　26JulY1985　the Cabinet decided upon a basic p01icY that
the government would giVe the utmost consideration to the Coun－
Cil′s report．
The General Guidelines for Science and Techn0logY P01icY，
Which sets out the fundamentals ofJapan，s science and techn01ogy
P01iciesT raised as a national prioritY P01icY the enhancement of
basic research at governmentlaboratories，Stating”Government
laboratories should expand and strengthen basic and piOneering
research and development．’l
Recommendation N0．13　0f the Council for Science and Techn01－
OgY，一Intermediate and Long－Range Basic P01icy of National Re－
SearChInstitutes．r（28　August1987）reconfirmed that the r0le of
governmentlaboratoriesis to contribute to the achievement of
administrative p01icy through the conduct of researchr and raised
the f0110wing sixitems as the future basic course for government
laborator⊥es．
1）With regard to researchin fields which cannot beleft to
market mechanism，SuCh as securing public safetY and public
Welfarel andin fields that are vital for the accomplishment of
胃4－
SuCh p01icies as securing f00d′　energY and other resources，
governmentlaboratories should conduct research whichis required
by administrative necessity and the needs of the people・
2）With regard to reseafChin basicindustrial fields whereis a
POSSibilitY that the priVate SeCtOr might conduct research as the
Private sector，s research and development capabilitYimproves，
government laboratories should conduct the research that the
Private sector would have difficultYin carrying Out，eVen With
theirimproved capabilities，SuCh as high－risk and costly re－
SearCh．
3）With regard to surveys and research for the purpose of prepar－
ing basic scientific and techn0logiCal data，SuCh as standards
and weatherinformationt governmentlaboratories should steadilY
COnduct research thatis necessary from along－term Viewpoint・
4）As a means of strengthen与ng basic and pioneering reseチrChin
Japan，gOVernmentlaboratorieS Should conduct research aimed at
Planting the seeds of new techn010g‘ieS，and research which goes
back to the basics to res01ve techn010g‘iCal problems．
5）Governmentlaboratories should emphasize work which can con－
tribute to theinternational communitY，SuCh as the preparation
Of scientific and techn010giCal data that can be representedin
international standards，Or reSearCh c00Peration．
6）On the assumption that effective use will be made of private－
SeCtOr CaPabilities，gOVernmentlaboratories should develop and
enhance the research and development base and conditions，inciud胃
ing expansion and public opening of ma〕Or reSearCh and experimen－
tal facilities and provision of advanced material and genetic
resources，making them widely available to researchers・
The report also pointed out that asitems for consideration
in relation to the above胃mentioned basic course，the f0110wing
two points were especiallyimportant p01icy requirements．
1）Strengthening the basic and pio－eering research that aims at
Planting the seeds of new techn010g‘ieS．
2）Raising thelevel ofJapan′sinternational contribution，and
promotinginternationalization．
One of thelecturers described such changesin the r01e that
governmentlaboratories are expected to fulfill as a shift from aL
”developing－COuntrY－tYPe r01e”，Which　‖covers manY areaS Of
regular businessl－　to a”developed－COuntry－tyPe rOle一．，Which
rev01ves around research，Or a Shift from serving the　一▼short－
term administrative aims of the authority to which the government
laboratorY belongsH to”serving the taxpayers as a wh01ein the
Widest sense－1；While anotherlecturer describedit as a shift
from an”experiment station constitution”l Which”imports tech車
n010gYintoJapan and then aims atits promotion”to a”research
institute constitution”，Whichis．一an awareness that a research
－5肩
paperis written forinclusionin an English－1anguage profession－
al journalH．
With regard to tlstrengthening the basic and piOneering
research that aims at planting the seeds of new techn01ogieS一，′
Recommendation No・13　0f the Council for Science and Techn0logy
StateSl．Government laboratories should further enhance research
Which returns to the basics so as to break the stalemate in
applied development research，and research through which new
knowledge about natural phenomena can be acquired′　With the aim
Of promoting the so－Called HseedsH research，Which does not have
anY aPPlied purpose′　although creation of new techn0logieS Can be
expected′　and res01ving techn010giCal problems．‖　And with regard
to　一●raising thelevel ofJapan，sinternational contributionH，the
report states，一一＝t has been said thatJapan’slevel of contribu－
tion to the production of research resultsin basic fields that
Can be put to use as international public domainis lower than
that of the United States and Europe・Consequently′　aS the part
Of the public sector which shoulders the responsibility for basic
research，and as organizations which can directlY reflect the
administrative needs of the nation，gOVernmentlaboratories must
expand their research effort in basic fields and raise their
level of international contribution．”
Asis clearin the report bY the Provisional Council for the
Promotion of Administrative Reform and the report by the Councii
for Science and Techn0logY，thereis consensus between the gov－
ernment and parties concerned regarding the need to strengthen
basic research at governmentlaboratories．L00king at concrete
measures put forward by the government，We Can See that there
have been numerous measures aimed at promoting basic researchin
government laboratories；however，Onelecturer said that basic
researchis not positioned as highlyin g‘○Vernmentlaboratories
as the government would have us believe．There was also alectur－
er who said that while there were n0　0Pen reStrictions，he was，
in fact，SeCretlY COnducting a small amount of basic research，
going to hislaboratory on weekends and his daYS Off・These
StatementS indicate thelow prioritY thatis giVen tO basic
researchin governmentlaboratories・
Although the governmentis showing considerable enthusiasm
towards the promotion of basic research，Why does this enthusiasm
have so much difficultyin penetrating down to the government
laboratories？The parties concerned must take anotherl00k at the
PreSent Situation，and examine future plans and p01icies・
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2．State of Basic Research at GovernmentI，aboratories
2・1＝mage of Basic Research at Government Laboratories
In the promotion of basic researchr thereis a need first to
have a clear notion of the basic research thatis to be promoted・
Ifitis not clear，thereislittle chance of putting together an
effective p01icy・
The formal definition of basic research，adoptedin”the
Survey of Research and DevelopmentH carried out by the Statlstics
Bureaur Management and C00rdination AgencYris：HBasic research
is theoretical or experimental research undertaken for the formu－
1ation of hYPOtheses and theoriesr or for the acquisition of new
knowledge′　Without any particular application or usein view・’’
At the seminar，however，there was the opinion that while
the definition of basic researchisimportant，thereis no point
in becoming bogged downin arguments on definitions・There was
also the opinion that since′　fundamentallY，thereis no clear
distinction between applied research and basic research，the need
to giVe a Strict definition to basic research does not exist・
Thus research establishments do not appear particularly conscious
Of a strict definition，nOr do theY Seem tO feel very stronglY
about the need for a strict definition．So what kind of research
is regarded as basic research at these establishments？
Theimage of basic research at governmentlaboratories
indicated at the seminars can be summarized as f01lows．
A．Research that contributes to humankind′s accumulation of
intellectual assets
Research that increases and reinforces humankind′s knowl－
edge・
B．Research that is announced at academic societies or in theses
Research whose results are announced at an academic society′
Or reSearCh carried out with the aim of having the results an－
nounced at an academic societY．To qualify this further：reSearCh
that will be announced at a science societY．Research to write a
PaPer forinclusionin a widely－read English－1anguage profession－
al〕ournal．
C・Research that moves towards the formation of a naturallaw by
illuminating the true nature of something
Basic researchis that which improves the prospects of
research・Basic researchis research thatis useful when stopping
for a while to think ahead rather than frantically pressing on・
（There was also the opinion that theimportance of basic research
isinitslimitless application・）
D．Research that heads in the direction of the Nobel Prize
E・Research based on theintellectual inquisitiveness of the
researchers themselves
F・Research for the purpose of being recognized as a researcher
G・Research that contributes to sciencein academic aspects
－7－
H・Research for the purpose of maintaining the world reputation
Of the research group
Basic research fosters and attracts researchers．Ⅱuch is
expected of basic research because ofits highlevel，and re－
SearCh funds are readily available．Basic research can mark the
beginning of good circulation．
＝・Research whose practical applicationis not expected for the
t土me being
Basic research maY be of no practical benefit for some time．
But n0　0ne knows what will happenin the future′　andif something
unexpected does occur，We Will have to respond with t・he knowledge
that we have at that time．Thus basic research is research that
We have in stock for such occurrences．
J．Research centered on the．一individual”
Applied research and developmentis more efficientlY Carried
Out bY a grOuP，Whereasin basic research the　一一individual”and
his”flashes ofinspiration”areimportant・
K．Research whichis carried out with a view to application，and
Which builds the foundations for that application
Strategic research which aims at generality（Widely and
COmmOnlY uSeful），focusing on overall rather than specific appli胃
Cat⊥on．
L．Research which examines common principles for various techn0－
10glCal themes．
2．2　Characteristics of Basic Research According to Researchers
at Government Laboratories
From theseimages，the f01lowing．points stand out as charac－
teristics of basic research whenl00ked at throug．h the eYeS Of
researchers at governmentlaboratories・
（1）Research Management Centered on theIndividual
Theimages described at D，E，F andJ above show that the
researchers have in their mind research which is conducted with
theinner drive of theindividual（inner urge to confirm with
One′s own eYeS）rather than reSearch whichis．exterTallY driven・
1．fntellectual inquisitiveness”at Eis aninneriSSue Of the
individual′　and not a phenomenon brought about through external
COntr0ls．”Recognized as a researcher”at F has a strong feeling
Ofindividual plaYin the sense that researchers themselves are
thinking about receiving recognition for the results of their own
research or for their research capabilities．The Nobel Prize′
mentioned at D′is an award giVen tOindividual researchers who′
through discoverY Orinvention，are the firstin the world with a
Certain accomplishment，and not t0　0rganizations to which re胃
SearChers belong．Research centered on the　一一individual”atJ can
be said to be research which relies entirelY On theindividual，s
internally generated drivein the sense that the method of re－
SearChis decided bY theindividual researcher rather than bY
group consensus，and that management of the researchis con－
trolled more bY theindividual than bY eXternal forces・
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Zn principle′　reSearChin governmentlaboratoriesis pr0－
grammed each Year aS an Official dutY aCCOrding to a predeter－
mined plan and budget andinline with the directions of senior
officials，and researchers，actions are strictiY COntr011ed so as
to ensure fairnessin the performance of their work and to pre－
ventinequity・So research activitiesin governmentlaboratories
are／in principler carried out within a structure which has the
actions of researchers or the research process contr011ed by
external forces；however basic researchis seen by researchers as
SOmething outside the framework of such a structure（reseafCh
Carried by researchers whose actions are contr011ed bY SeniOr
Officials）．Thatis，reSearCh whichis based on theinitiative of
theindividual researcherr andis driven by the enthusiasm of the
researcher．
fn other words，tO reSearChers at governmentlaboratories，
basic researchis research whichis planned andimplementedin
accordance with their ownindividualideas，Without receiving‘any
external directionr and researchin which they are able to reach
a compromise on anyinconsistencies that maY OCCur amOng the
Various regulations through their own resources，Skillfully cut胃
ting through various obstacles that maY arise because of the
Strict contr0l structure．Their concept of basic research is
research thatis contr011ed bY them to the largest extent possi－
ble，Since theY have the g‘reateSt desire to carrYit out，and
they have the best understanding ofits significance・
Summarizing the above，We Can Say that to researchers at
governmentlaboratories，basic researchis researchimplemented
through the spontaneitY Of theindividual researcher・
Therefore，a l00k at the actual administration of basic research
as seen bY reSearChers at government laboratories reveals that
Since there is little positive back－uP from the management de－
PartmentS and normallY aninsufficient budget，basic research
tends to be carried out when researchers have time to spare
between their normal work determined bY the overall work prog‘ram
Of thelaboratorY，andis supported bY their enthusiasm based on
theirintellectualinquisitiveness or their desire for external
recogn⊥t⊥on．
（2）A Contribution to the Augmentation of Human Knowledge That
Goes BeYOnd the Framework of the Administrative Organization to
Which the Researcher Belongs
What is the motive force that drive researchers to tackle
basic researchin governmentlaboratories？The answer to this can
be foundin theimages described at A，B，C，G and　＝．Thatis，
（＝），Whichis at aloss for an answer to a question about the
immediate benefit of basic research，largelY COntributes to
expanding human knowledge（A）in the aspect ofilluminating the
true nature of something and clarifYing naturallaws at（C），Or
COntributing to science at（G），While（B）concrete rec09nition
regarding the deg‘ree Of contributionis directlY determined bY
the academic world based on announcements of research results at
academic societies or contribution of papers to scientifiC　コOur－
nals．
In short，basic researchis carried out on the assumption
that the results will be released widelY and publicIY，andin
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manY CaSeSits worthisin how those results will bel00ked upon
bY reSearChers engagedin similar research fieids at other re－
SearCh establishments．
Thus researchers who undertake basic research want to be
judged by the academic worldirrLmediately outside on how they have
COntributed to the advancement of human knowledge′　nOt On how
they have contributed to the administrative goals of the organi
Zation to which theY belong．
Onelecturer pointed out that．，making a contribution to the
WOrld′s academic advancementis what scientists live foピ′　and
this has become their　一一motive force”，and that the”research
Carried out bY themis supported bY their ambition．一′　thatis，
their．’desire for recognition as researchersH based on their
research resultS．He also mentioned that another significant
factorin researchers，deciding to proceed with basic researchis
a feeling of pridein themselves for contributing to the academic
advancement of science．This seems to be the most straightforward
description of the factor which drives researchers．
Such a way of thinking was，in former times，100ked upon
COldlY at gOVernmentlaboratories as self－Centered and egoistic′
but as a result of the government’s p01icY Of giVing prominence
tointernational contribution through creative basic research，
lecturers have sensed a gradual changein the tide over the past
few years with such an attitude beginning to gain public accept－
anCe．
Nevertheless′　OPPOrtunities for exchanges with researchers
from other establishments（i・e・those who will give recognition
for research）through attendance at academic societies to an－
nounce research results and so forth are severelylimited because
Of a shortage of travel funds，SOin some cases researchers are
meeting the cost of attending research seminars（including those
held overseas）Out Of their own pockets so that they can gain the
appropriate external recognition・Andit appears that the differ－
encein perception between the view thatitis sufficient for
research results to be recognized and put to use within the
administrative organization to which the research establishment
belongs and the realitY that exchanges with other researchersis
Critical for basic researchis a ma〕Or Obstacle to the raising of
traveling funds．
（3）Formation of a Base for Practical Application
One of the basic characteristics of governmentlaboratories
is that they are required to carry out applied research whichis
directlY related to actual administrative needs，and to provide
the specialist knowledge needed bY the administrative departments
to res0lve actual problems．Thisis a ma］Or difference between
research conducted at governmentlaboratories and research con－
ducted at universities．
It seems that basic research has now become animportant
element of research whichis aimed at meeting administrative
needs・Of the various basic researchimages mentioned earlier，
the一eislittle doubt that K（research whichis carried out with
a vieW tO aPPlication，and which builds the foundations for that
application）and L（research which examines common principles for
Various techn01ogical themes）have pointed out the expected r01e
一10－
Of basic research from this viewpoint・
The various opinions among thelecturersincluded′”there
are manY CaSeS Where development cannot proceed further without
first carrYing Out basic researchr and there are also many cases
where basic research becomesimportant for the application of
other research，lf；Hresearch must be generated both from the top
and from the bottom，and research establishments that have more
scope for basic research have more scope for the application of
researchr”；l・depending on the field′　basic research may be a
directlink to applied researchr SO thereis a need to maintain a
balance between basic and applied researchr▼一；and．．theideal
situationis onein which basic researchisincorporated within
applied and development research．l・We can saY that such opinions
reflect the kind of consciousness mentioned earlier．
When oneis required t0　0Pen uP neW areaS Of research with
no guiding reference′　an aCCumulation of basic researchis essen－
tial for practical application．Japan，s applied development
CaPabilitY，Centered on the private sector，has been highlY re一
garded for quite some time′　afterit managed to break free from
the reliance onimported techn010gy experienced during the na－
tion，S．，catch－uP”period′　and the time has now come wherebY
unless governmentlaboratories strengthen their own basic re－
SearCh activities，their results will suffer，eVenin the applied
development fields．
（4）Securing Recognition for Research Znstitutes in Academic
Circles
To researchleaders who are responsible for management of
research，i・e．SeCuring the necessarY reSOurCeS for the research
group，including research funds and personnel，basic research
Carried out within the groupisimportant，butin a different
SenSe from theimportance felt byindividual researchers・
Thisis theimportance of basic research as research for the
PurPOSe Of maintaining the world reputation of the research
group，mentioned atimage H．
To people responsible for managing reSearCh groups，SeCuring
l）highly capable researchers，2）research funds，and　3）aCCeSS
to research conducted throughout the worldis indispensable to
maintaining and raising thelevel of theindividual group，s
researchactivities．
fn the management of a research group，．SeCuring highly
？aPable researchers，mentioned atl）above′iS naturallY VerY
imPOrtant・Under the current governmentlaboratory structure，the
instance of appointment of researchers through a selection proc胃
ess isincreasing，and thereis greater scope for g‘OVernment
laboratories activelY tO take on researchers，nOW that thereis a
gradual move awaY from a HwaitingI’posture whereby people would
be appointed from among those who wanted to enter the research
establishment．Nevertheless，Since governmentlaboratories are
unable to paY reSearChers according to their abilitY，reSearCh
groups here have no alternative but to establish a lead over
Other groups through the high standard of the group，s research，
and use this to attract researchers．And to researchers who are
responsible for managing a reSearCh group，basic research which
raises the group，s standingin academic circlesisimportantin
ー11－
this aspect t00．
The abilitY tO argueS One′s case to the administrative
departmentsis essentialin securing research funds，mentioned at
2）・To this end′itis best to have administrative officials gain
an understanding of the group，s research achievements′　and have
them appreciate the value of the researchl butin realitYfitis
difficult for them directly to understand the significance of the
research achievements・However，if a research groupisl00ked
upon highlYin academic circles，the opportunities forits being
Calledin for consultation on specialist mattersinits field of
expertise will increase′　and this will have a beneficial effect
On the group，s securing research funds．
Securing access to research conducted throughout the world′
mentioned at　3），is also a keYissuein terms of research group
management・Naturally′　thelevel of researchin the grouplargely
depends on the possibility ofinternational research exchanges or
〕Oint research，Or the ability to acquire the world′s most
up－tO－date research data・Itis thereforeimportant to maintain
Close ties withleading researchers，but thereis a concern that
if Japan does not produce up－tO－the一minute researchinformation′
the country′s research groups maY nOt be acceptedinto theinter－
national research community as equals．And to maintain and
Strengthen communication with the world，sleading researchers，
research groups need within their ranks people whose work on
basic research has been recognized bY the world′s academic cir胃
Cles・Once a research groupis〕Oined bY aleading researcher，
the group as a wh01e will see a significant increase in its
degree of access to the latest scientific and techn010giCal
informat土on．
But this′　the secondary effect of basic research，is clearly
not taken into consideration in the　rnanagement Of government
laboratories，Whileits significance appears to be understood by
OnlY a few researchleaders・
2．3　NecessitY Of Basic Research at Government Laboratories
So far we have discussed theimage and characteristics of
basic researchin governmentlaboratories at　2．1and　2・2；neXt We
Shal1analYZe Why research with such characteristicsis necessarY
at governmentlaboratories，Which are established to contribute
to the administrative needs of their respective government agen－
CleS．
The f0110wing are several statements bylecturers on why
basic researchis necessarYin governmentlaboratories・
1）Basic researchis necessarY tO Carry Out effective applied
development research，a direct administrative need．
（Main views behind this）
＊　To a certain degree′　reSearChers must have the scope to conduct
research on the basis of their own curiosity so that newideas
Can emerge・
＊　Basic researchis necessarY tO PrOduce results that can be
appliedin a wide range of fields・
＊　StrategiC basic research carried out with a view of the wh01e
Pictureis necessary for the creation of an application base・
＊　Basic researchis necessary to discover principles common to
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the various technblogiCal themes・
＊A basic research capabilityisindispensable to solving basic
problems encountered during the process of techn010giCal develop－
ment．
2）For governmentlaboratories to be recognized bothinJapan and
overseas as research establishments of a certainlevel，theY muSt
undertake basic research of a correspondinglevel・
（Hain views behind this）
＊　For government laboratories to break free of their
Hexperiment－Stationl．constitutions and be recognized as among the
WOrld′sleading researchinstitutes，thereis naturally a need
for them to undertake basic research that will resultin a paper
forinclusionin an English－1anguage professional journal・
＊　To raise their worth as nationalinstitutes，gOVernmentlabora－
tories must maintain the highestlevel of knowledgein atleast
One f土eld．
＊　Government laboratories need to undertake high－1evel basic
research to be heldin high regard externailY，Whichis a prereq－
uisite for securing funds・＊　High－1evel basic researchis neces－
SarY tO raise the standing of governmentlaboratoriesin the eYeS
Of the academic and private sectors．
3）Basi？reSearChis necessarY tO aCtivate researchinstitutes・
（Main一ieWS behind this）
＊　To giVe neW Vitality to researchinstitutesr basic research
Which has the potential to win a Nobel Prizeis necessarY・
＊　Toincrease the motivation of researchers，gOVernmentlaborato－
ries should support basic research which aims at making an aca－
demic contribution．
＊　Toincrease the motivation of researchers，CuriositY－Oriented
basic researchis necessarY．
4）Government laboratories should contribute not only to the
administrative needs of their parent government agency，but to
humankind as a wh0le，and to this end′　theY Should support basic
research that will help toincrease and reinforce knowledge that
Can be used bY all humankind．
5）To secure highlY CaPable researchers′　gOVernment laboratories
must become an appealing place to work for researchers through
high－1evel basic research activities．
6）High－1evel basic researchis necessary for governmentlabora－
tories to secure access to international research．
As can be seen，there are various reasons that basic re－
SearChis necessarY，butitis generallY aCCePted among the
lecturers that since thereis a requirement for governmentlabo胃
ratories to transform from their traditional developing胃COuntrY
tYpe Of organization which supports theimportation of techn010gy
to a developed－COuntrY tYPe Of research organization which places
importance on creativity′itis a natural course for government
laboratories to put more effortinto basic research．
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3．KeYS and Obstacles to Effective Basic Researchin Government
haborator⊥es
There are many governmentlaboratories，and each oneis
different from the othersin characteristicsr personnel structure
and problems faced・Itis therefore difficult to generalizer but
Putting together thelecturers comments，We become aware that the
following points should be noted as keys to effective basic
researchin governmentlaboratories．
3・1Securing Capable Personnel Suited to Basic Research
Many people have said that”people’’are the mostimportant
keY tO effective basic research．Among‘the manY COmmentS emPha－
Sizing the need for talented people who are suited to basic
research were′　一．Senseis necessarY for basic research，’．and
l’Freedomis necessarY for basic research．Freedom from existing
COnCePtSis essential．Thatis，a，flexible mind′isimportant．A
VerY flexible mindis necessaryin the process of search for
truth．一一
This is，Of course′　based on the assumption that these
researchers find fulfillmentin the research and are fullY mOti－
Vated．If the individual is not enthusiastic about basic re－
SearCh，thereis virtually no chance of success・
To make headwayin basic research′　a reSearCh establishment
must first secure enthusiastic researchers who have g00d sense
and flexible minds．
But securing personnel has now become a very difficult
PrOblem for governmentlaboratories・
In fact，gOVernment laboratories are in a verY Serious
Situation with regard to securing researchers．Inline with
government policy decisions′　theY have been forced to make sys－
tematic reductions to their respective authorized staff
Strengths・
All government organizations，nOt just governmentlaborat0－
ries，are PreVented from engaging Staff at will according to
their needs．Permanent staff must be appointed within the frame－
WOrk of the organization，s authorized strength，but the realitY
is that at present authorized strengths are not beingincreased・
On the other hand′　Since the job mobilitY Of researchersinJapan
is quitelow′　few researchers are moving from governmentlabora胃
tories，and this，in turn，PreVentS them from engaging neW COmPe－
tent researchers・In the questionnaire on the research environ一
mentin governmentlaboratories，88％　of the people who responded
（directors of govefnmentlaboratories）indicated that researchers
are the highest priOritY When requesting a staffincrease・
On staff strength，there was an opinion that”the total
number of researchers for governmentlaboratories should be
determined from an overal1government viewpoint，With researchers
then allocated to and transferred between the various government
laboratories according to need”・
On the other hand′it has also been pointed out that evenif
the authorized staff strength can be secured′　the wage disparity
between the public and private sectorsis a hindrance to the
recruitment of talented researchers．This wage disparitY also
WOrks against governmentlaboratories′　efforts to attract proven
researchers from private－SeCtOr reSearChinstitutes・
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And the fact that　79％　of directors who responded t0　0ur
questionnaire agreed with the view H＝tis very difficult to
attract talented researchers to governmentlaboratories because
of the p00r remuneration and research conditions一一is anindica－
tion of the extent of this problem and how widelyitis felt・
Onelecturer did point out that　－1Pay cannot be used as a
weapon when recruiting researchers・Ratherrit can cause theloss
of talented researchers・”Wages of researchersin the public
service are determined virtuallY On a uniform basis by bodies
（National Personnel Authority and the Diet）far detached from the
Place of employmentr andindividual governmentlaboratories have
verylittle discretionin this arear SOitis extremely difficult
for them to secure the verY talented researchers・
Anotherlecturer pointed out that”researchers working at
governmentlaboratories earnlower wages than those at private
COmPaniesl，・Public service wagelevels are supposed to be based
On thosein the private sectorr SO Why do people feel that they
arelower？A report bY the National Personnel Authority released
in August1991at the same time asits recommendations states，
．一Wageincreases for administrative staff should takeinto account
the wage disparity between the public and private sectorsr and
also the results of a comparison f0110wing a partial changein
the relationship between the private and public sectors，COnSid－
ering special circumstances within the various government agen－
Cies・A wage rise of　￥562is considered appropriate for adminis－
trative staff servingin the government agencies to which the
SalarY table for administrative position．S（1）applies・Wages for
non胃administrative staff should be raiSed′　taking in account
WageS for administrative staff and wage trends for people in
COmParable positionsin the private sector・’’Asindicated here′
WageS for researchers at governmentlaboratories are determined
in thelight of wagelevels for public emploYeeSin administra－
tive positions and wage trends for peoplein comparable positions
in the private sector．Thatis，WageS for researchers at govern－
mentlaboratories do not directlY reflect the wages for research－
ers in the private sector．Moreover，eVen Within the private
SeCtOr，ma〕Or COmPanies with alarge research staff tend to pay
their researchers comparatively high wag‘eS，SO reSearChers at
government laboratories，at ieast，feel that their wages are
lower．
The fiscal1987　annual report of the National Personnel
AuthoritY StateS about the current system of deciding the wages
Of researchers at governmentlaboratories：H＝n1974　special
measures distinct from those to correct the wage disparitY be－
tween the public and private sectors were adopted for the purpose
Of recruiting teachers and nurses，andin relation to this′　the
Surnmer WageS reCOmmendations of l974　revised the existing com胃
Parison between similar occupational categories in the private
and public sectors（in the case of the government，the occupa－
tional categofies to which the ten salarY tables appiY），Changing
to a sYStemin Which the wages disparitYis calculated onlY
between administrative positionsin the public sector and corre－
SPOnding clerical，teChnical andlabor positionsin the private
SeCtOr，Whiie wages for non－administrative categories are adjust－
ed with a view to a baiance with administrative categories．一一
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On this pointr the National Personnel Authority appears to
have seen through to the core of theissue．The article entitled
HPositively Dealing with New　＝ssues　－　Basic Direction of Business
in Fiscal1991’一in the April1991monthlY rePOrt Of the National
Personnel AuthoritY COntained statements by the Executive Direc－
tor and the Directors－General about variousissues regarding the
basic direction of the National Personnel Authority，s operations
in fiscal1991r which was announced at the general conference for
PerSOnnel management officials on　28　FebruarY．The article raised
four key wagesissues・The third point was”in respect to wages
adjustment according to the circumstances of the various occupa－
tional categories．Public duties include various occupational
CategOries・We must giVe a thought to the need to recruit people
for each of those categories，and to raising wages according to
the actual conditions of the job，but in this case′　We muSt
COnSider a balance between categoriesin the public and private
SeCtOrS，and a balance with other categories within the public
SerVice．The National Personnel AuthoritYis carefullY eXamining
everY OCCuPational categorY，and taking whatever actionis re－
quired．一一　The fourth point was Habout the management of the wages
SyStem．＝n a certain sense′　differences between staff membersin
PrOmOtion and wage raises are unavoidable．itis requested that
efficiency ratings be carried out properlY，and that promotions
and paY raises be granted strictlYinline with the merit princi－
ple・’’
Successin promoting basic research at governmentlaborato－
ries depends on engaging CaPable people with g00d sense′　flexible
minds and enthusiasm．Governmentlaboratories must compete with
Private companiesin recruiting such people′　SO drasticimprove－
mentsin pay and conditions are required・Thereis also a need to
have anotherl00k at the research environment，including working
hours，WOrklocation and office area，and the overall working
COnditions．
Problems have also been pointedin the sYStem Of recruiting
researchers for governmentlaboratories．Onelecturer stated′”To
recruit new researchersr governmentlaboratories must strengthen
their recruiting system・When a researcher attends research
Seminars，heis required not onlY tO discuss academic matters，
but to stay alert for other researchers who would be an asset to
his research organization．It was also pointed out that the
present systemin which appointmentis，in principle，based on
examinations，is actuallY hindering the effective recruitment of
new researchers for governmentlaboratories・
Zt was pointed out regarding the examination for service
that”The public service entrance examinationimplemented by the
National Personnel AuthoritY tO engage reSearChersis the same as
the examination for general administrative officers，andis
therefore not suitable as a test of the sense and knowledge
required for basic research．”The public service entrance exami－
nationis broadlYitemizedinto academic fieldsr SO thereis
little possibiiitY that successful applicants wiil have specialN
izedin the special fields considered necessarY bY the research
institute．Thus the public service entrance examinationis hin－
dering the recruitment of researchers with a sense for basic
research．
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PreviousIYrif there were no suitable people from among
？PPlicants who had passed the ClassI Examination（examination
imPlemented by the National Personnel AuthoritY for appointing
staff engagedin clericalr technical or research work as senior
Clerical officefS Or reSearChers at governmentlaboratories），
government agencieS COuld take an applicantinto service with the
approval of the National Personnel AuthoritY；but with a view to
attracting higher qualitY reSearChers to the national research
instituteslinⅡarch1988　the National Personnei AuthoritYintro胃
duced a sYStemin which government agencies could′　under certain
COnditionsr aPPOint through their own selection process h01ders
Of doctorates・Who have conductedin－depth researchin specialized
fields and who have a considerablY highlevel of research
achievements（’．Appointment of Researchers with Doctorates‖′
Recruitment P01icY Divisionr Bureau of Recruitmentr August1989
issue of the National personnel AuthoritY mOnthlY rePOrt）・Peopie
thus appointed would work under the same conditions as people who
PaSSed the entrance examination・People appointed under this
SyStem are treated the same as those who passed the entranCe
examination，however the f0110wing conditions have been set to
prevent favoエー⊥tism．
1）Recruitmentis to be advertised publicly・
2）Selection must be based on a research paper or research
achievements．
3）A selection committee must be formed．
Through this，the various research establishments began
advertising and other concrete selection procedures from an early
Stagein parallel with the ClassI Entrance Examination．
Variousimprovements have been made to the public service
entrance examination，and not all have been for the s01e benefit
Of research staff．Among theimprovements that have a much wider
effectis theintroduction of multiple－Choice questions．
In this way，Various measures have been adopted toimprove
the appointment systemT but as yetit cannot be said that these
measures are entirely adequate．
3・2Increase of Research Funds and　＝mprovement of Usage
NaturallY，it was pointed out manY times that adequate
fundingis essential for basic research．And there was a strong
feeling thatl’At present，there are not sufficient research
funds・H Lecturers repeatedlY Said that theY are having difficulty
in raising research funds，and that a considerable amount of
their research timeis spent clearing projects devisedin a form
that can easily satisfy the administrative agencies so as to
acquire the necessary research funds．Onelecturer felt thatit
is extremelY difficult t0　0btain adequate funding　コuSt for basic
research，Statingl’＝n devising a proコeCt Simply t0　0btain re－
SearCh funds′itis extremelY difficult to assembleit around
OnlY basic research，but the process is somewhat easierif the
PrOjectincorporates both basic and applied research．一一
Researchers at governmentlaboratories seem to feel that
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they have difficultYin obtaining funds for dailY OPerationsr
SuCh as equiPment maintenance′　at the time of budgetary adjust
ment・＝t was also pointed out that obtaining replacement equip一
mentis extremelY difficultr With onelecturer saYingr H＝tis not
a simple matter t0　0btain new equiPmentr eVenif the equipment
Currentlyin useis antiquated／nOrisit easY tO SCraP the old
equipment（because of strict property cfOntr01procedures）・”
Another pointed out that thereiS a Shortage of spacein
laboratories at research establishments，While there was even the
OPinion that the need for spaceis greater than personnel and
budgetary needs・Othersindicated that there are probleTnS With
the shortage of office space for researchers and with office
layout・’fWe cannot make a sweeping decision on whether research－
ers’offices should beindividual offices or an open－planlaYOut，
because of the need to consider the field of research and the
temperament ofindividual researchers，but the area and construc－
tion of buildings should be such that theY Can aCCOmmOdate both．
And everY reSearCher should have his or her own telephone so that
theY are nOtinconvenienced bY anSWering other people′s telephone
Calls．一一
At governmentlaboratoriesit appears more difficult to
maintain′　rePair or replace equipment and expand office space
thatitis to newIYinstalllarge and expensive equiPment．It
SeemS that thereislittle consideration giVen tO aSPeCtS that
Can facilitate the progress of research，and thisis one of the
differences between governmentlaboratories and private－SeCtOr
research establishments．
Alecturer pointed out that evenif a budgetincreaseis
necessarY，effortsin this direction maYin fact have an adverse
effect on basic research under current budget arrangements，
Stating HUnder the current budget sYStem，We are′in effect，
required to devise new themes of research every time we want t0
0btain research funds．Thatis，itis easier to obtain funding‘if
We Can tell those who h01d the purse胃Strings that the moneYis
for such－and－SuCh a research theme．But the research budget is
limited′　and onlY a Small amount of funds can be allocated to
each theme．T0　0btain a set amount of funds for research，a
researcher must have alarge number of themes．But because the
researcher has manY themes，he will be overlY OCCuPied with work
not closelY aSSOCiated with basic research．H
It was also highlighted that governmentlaboratories face
Certainlimitations because theY are Public organizations under
the　コurisdiction of government agencies．＝n fact，the budget for
laboratories is determined within the budgetary framework of
their respective parent agencies，SO the allocation of funds for
research depends upon how conscious the agencies are of the
importance of theirlaboratories．When the financial situationis
tight，agenCies which have administrative demands that are more
PreSSing than research have n0　0ption but to restrict research
funds．Zt was said that a very knowledgeable man onceindicated
that government agencies which cannot secure adequate funding for
their research organizations do not have the right to have them・
Onelecturer stated that HThe budget necessary for basic
research at governmentlaboratories should be determined from an
OVerall government viewpoint，and not from the viewpoint of
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individual agencies・H He emphasized that this wasindispensable
for basic researcht saying HThereis t00muCh of alossifindi－
vidual governmentlaboratories have to consider and justify each
and every proposed basic research projectin tems ofits usefu1－
ness and howitlinksinto the work of the parent agency・These
should be considered from an overall government viewpoint・H On
this pointr there was also the opinion that”The　′prioritY base，
for science and techn010gy promotion and c00rdination expenditure
Should be expanded significantly・．l
It was suggested that HThe budget necessarY for basic re－
SearCh could be secured by the government as a whole／and then
allocated to research organizations on the basis of the research
POtential and overall needs of the nation・Research funds could
also be allocated based on public applications．‖　And as for
allocation of research funds，there was also an opinion that
HProcedures for allocating research funds should be open to the
Public，and researchers should clearlY eXPlain the fields and
goals of their research．’’
Thelecturers described their hopes forl．Pioneer Research
21一．．一IPioneer Research　2111is a program to be putinto effect bY
the Science and Techn010gy Agency from fisca11991to support
free research activities that are not confined within an organi－
Zational framework′　Setting key research fields′　and calling for
Original and creative research fromindividual researchers at
private institutes′　universities and government laboratories
throughoutJapan．
Lecturers alsoindicated that theY are hoping for a diversi－
fication of research funds．Thatis，they are hopefu10f a range
Of funding sources that will make possible various kinds of re－
SearCh，SuCh as individual research，reSearCh bY teamS ranging
from a few members to several dozen′large胃SCale research
PrO〕eCtS，reSearCh that will directly benefit societY，and re－
SearCh aimed at the Nobel Prize．
As well as the overall shortage of research funds，thereis
a problem with the p00r management Of research funds・Research
Organizations findit difficult to apply the research budget
flexiblY；tO begin With，it is difficult for them to divert
research funds among differentitems of research．The seminar
revealed the various agonies caused by traveling，COnSumables and
maintenance expenses，Which are not exorbitantly high，by such
COmmentS aS．lThereis no money to attend research seminarsin
Japan or overseas，”andl’There′s never enough moneY for consuma－
bles・”There was an opinion that”We would be able t0　0Perate
much betterif there was even a small amount of moneY that we had
the freedom to use as we see fit．H On this point，1ecturers had a
high opinion of the sch01arship donation sYStem Permitted at
national universities・National universities apparentlY are quite
PrOficient at raising travel funds using the sch01arship donation
SyStem・
Another example that shows how badlY reSearCh funds are used
is the problem connected with the fact that national budgets are
determined annually・One researcher had the opinion that”There
is no relationship whatsoever between the progress of research
and the fiscal calendar．・Kore flexibilityis neededis this
regard・．l Anotherlecturer complained that research budgets cannot
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be used effectivelY because of the pressure to use the entire
budg‘et bY the end of the fiscal year．There was the opinion that
to use alimited budget effectively′　一fif we want to buy something
（that cannot be bought with a sing‘ie Year，s budgetary
allocation）′　We Should be allowed to h01d back spendingin one
Year and combine the unspent portion with the f01lowing year，s
allocation to buy the desireditem of equiPment Or Whatever・一一
Almost all responses to the questionnaireindicated that
there were problems with the way funds are used．Of those who
responded′　65％　pointed out that　▼lexperimental research funds and
travel funds cannot be diverted from one to the other”；While　24％
POinted out that．一funds appropriated for one fiscal year cannot
be diverted to the next”・Combined′　these two shortcomings were
mentioned bY　89％　of respondents，SOit appears that these two
POints are ma］Or Obstacles to the effective use of allocated
funds．
I felt that urgent corrective action was needed to s01ve the
PrOblems of research expenditure at governmentlaboratories when
I heard one researcher say．’Being a director at a government
laboratoryis〕uStlike being the boss of a small companY：alwaYS
WOrrying about moneY．．．
3・3　Expanding the DiscretionarY Range at Research Organizations
Itis acknowledged that research freedomis essential for
effective basic research．Onelecturer asserted HThe best waY tO
achieve efficiencyis t01eave the highly competent researchers
alone′　Checking on their progress onlY nOW and again・”
Excessively restricting research freedomis a problemin the
SenSe thatit reduces the amount of researchers，”thinking time”′
Whichis critical for basic research，CauSing them to spend far
too much time on unproductive tasks，SuCh as adjusting courses of
research so as to reach a compromise between researchideas and
Various restrictive conditions，devising waYS Of explaining and
］uStifYing，and preparing data purelY for formalitY；and turns
them away from the areas where their capabilities can be put to
their most effective use．
One particular problem pointed outis the restrictions
Placed on researchers when they select research themes・
＝t may seem natural that since theY belong to a g‘OVernment
Organization，reSearChers working in g‘OVernment laboratories
Should not always be able to ch00Se their own research themes
freelY，butif so′　tOO muCh”administrative convenience”maY COme
into the setting of research themes．There seems to be a strong
desire among researchers at governmentlaboratories to beleft to
Set their own individual themes．
Onelecturer pointed out regarding the setting of research
themes that　－fAdministrative convenience is a factor．There is a
requirement to respond to short－term administrative needs／SO
thereis no ma〕Or Strategyin the research．Often administrative
needs are not needs in the true sense′　and at times themes are
Set Simply because theY are eaSY tO eXPlain within the ministrY，
Or they can be understood easilY bY the financial authorities・‖
＝n this waYr the tendencY tO Set Certain themes simpIY because
theY are eaSY tO eXPlain within the central administrative
Organization giVeS Priority to the short－term COnVenience of the
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parent agency without giVing fuil consideration to whether the
organization has sufficient capability toimplement the research
accuratelyr and whether thereis aiong－term Strategy；and this
ends up hindering the enhancement of basic research・
Administrative departments sometimes strive to prevent an
overlap of research themesin the process of budget adjustment
from the viewpoint of using thelimited budget effectivelY・But
such a tendency does have some bad effectsr and the following
Were POinted out at the presentations・
1）Even with the same theme，different researchers will approach
the research from different anglesr SOitis better to have more
than one researcher tackle the same theme．However，this will not
OCCurif thereis n0　0Verlap of research・
2）Competition will be suppressed′　and vitality will vanish・
3）A battleis waged among research organizations to be the first
to begin reSearCh on a theme so as to secure all rights for
research related to that theme；reSearCh organizations attempt to
carrY Out the research as a means of securing fundsr eVenif
thereis no researcher rea11y capable of carryingit out・
Lecturers also pointed out reg・arding the adverse effect of
SuPPreSSing competition that．lgood results often flow from a
duplicationin the research theme and competition among research－
ers”・Despite thisr the current trendin administrative thinking
is to exclude any possibilitY Of competition among a number of
researchers or research teams before it occurs．
＝n response to the question”Zf you were able toincrease
fundingr to which area would YOu giVe PrioritY？一，r more than half
（51％）marked the response　一一Raising per－PerSOn reSearCh funds一．as
their highest priority・This can bel00ked upon as reflecting the
desire of governmentlaboratory directors to have concrete re－
SearCh themes within thelaboratorYleft to their discretion as
much as possible・
There was the opinion that．rthe mostimportant thing for a
researcheris to come up with a g00d research theme一一′　but at
PreSent，PrioritYis giVen tO meeting administrative require一
ments，andit seems that researchers are s0　0ccuPied with this
that theY do not have the scope to pursue g00d themes・On this
POintrit would appear that the administrative powers need be a
little more relaxed whenit comes to managing reSearCh；then and
Only thenr can researchers have the mentalleewaY tO COme uP With
imaginative themes．
Lecturers aiso pointed out that the trend of breaking up
research themesinto a number of components as a part of budge－
tary strategY described earlieris not a g00d practicer for the
number of miscellaneous tasks required′　SuCh as the various
Clerical procedures，increase as the number of research themes
lnCreaSe．
Another factor restricting researchers，freedom unnecessari－
1yis the excessive stringencY Of the various administrative
PrOCedures．Governmentlaboratories are government organizations，
SO PrOCedures are strict regardless of the work efficiencY・The
rules are the same as those applied at ordinarY gOVernment Organ－
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izationsrirrespective of the special character of work at gov－
ernmentlaboratories・Zt was pointed out bY Onelecturer that
．．When a researcher whois a national public servant travels
OVerSeaS On businessr an official passportis necessarYr but
Official passports will not beissued unless the applicationis
lodged fortY daysin advance・H Researchers at private companies
are able t0　0btain a passportin about a week．Whatis more，the
PaSSPOrtis valid for five YearS，SO theY do not have to appIY
for a new one every time they g0　0VerSeaSr Whereas researchers at
governmentlaboratories have to go through the formalities and
Obtain a new official passport for every overseas trip・Official
OVerSeaS trips bY public servants are′in principle′　Carried out
at national expense′　and official passports are to be used．These
trivial restrictions appear to have dampened the enthusiasm of
government researchers．
Somelecturers believe that as a means ofincreasing the
degree of freedom at the researchlaboratories，directors shouid
be giVen mOre authoritY．Ztis natural that directors should have
management capabilities′　but there was an opinion that”Directors
must be people who have spent timein thelaboratorY COnducting
their own serious research，for without this experience′　they
CannOt giVe basic research the support thatit needs．And re胃
SearCh organizations must be structured so that directors can
have direct contr010ver the research carried out at their re－
SPeCtive organizations．M Without a structurein which directors
have wide－ranging freedom and authorityin the management of
basic researchr and can giVe their complete support to basic
researchr we should notl00k forward to any significant progress
⊥n th⊥s area．
3・4　Strengthening the Support Departments
A weakening of the research support departments has become a
Serious structural problem facing governmentlaboratories．This
Situation can belargelY attributed to an across－the－board reduc－
tionin the strength of the national public service．These daYS
When planning a reductionin the personnel strength of the public
SerVice′　gOVernment agenCies tend to start cutting from techni－
Cians’posts，Which are perhaps not as glamorous as some of the
Other positions．Thus aninconsistencY OCCurS，in that techni－
Cians are vital to the conduct of researcht and Yet theirs are
among the first posts to be cut．
Anotherlecturer mentioned that the difficultYin giVing
highlY CaPable technicians the credit and remuneration that their
WOrk deservesis also partlY tO blame for the weakening of re胃
SearCh support．Thatis，一IThereis a shortage of technicians，and
One Of the reasons is that there is no structure to treat them
adequately（give recognition and high wages）・To rectifY this
Shortcomingl We SOmetimes change the work categorY Of technician
to research worker for the sake of convenience．When we do this，
We SOmehow feel as though we have to treat them as research
WOrkers′　and giVe them their own research themes．Theinconsist－
encY then continues to expand・．’
＝t was also pointed out that”Thereis anincreasing demand
for new kinds of support workt such as checking the grarrLmarin
PaPerS Writtenin English，and preparing charts etc．for theses
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and s0　0n，but governmentlaboratories have not been able to
accommodate this demand to anY Significant extent・”
・一At present researchers are required to carrY Out many
miscelianeous tasks in addition to normal research．These tasks
include budget requestsr C00rdination with other departments and
programs forlocal communitiesr and preparation of the various
documents associated with these tasks．Thereis a need to putin
Place a structurein which researchers are able to devote them－
selves to research．r．The fact that this was even mentioned is an
indication of just how weak the support structurein government
laboratories has become．
3．5　Encouraging Competition
Lecturers highlighted the rigOr Of basic research and the
importance of competitionJ SaYing”The right kind of competition
is necessary to create vitalityin researchll，and r一＝n the world
Of research，itis very much a case of the survival of the fit－
test．Research funds are provided to researchers or research
Organizations that have proven their capabiiitY．＝tis a matter
Of course that those without the abilitY tO COmPete for funds
Will fall by the waYSide as a part of the natural selection
PrOCeSS・’’However，aS mentionedin relation to restrictions when
Selecting research themes，the actual research management struc－
ture within governmentlaboratories seems to be working to avoid
COmpetition．
Ztis extremelYimportant to make a clear evaluation of
individual researchers in some form as the foundation for creat－
ing such competition，and t01ink this evaluation directly with
WageS and promotion′　aSindicated by the opinion thatl．In order
to promote basic research，the framework of employment conditions
Of researchers engagedin this field should be changed so that
WageS，PrOmOtion and s0　0n are based on theindividual，s ability
and performance・”In reality，however，thelack of research
evaluationsin governmentlaboratories was highlighted with the
COmment’lSince performance evaluations are made within the public
SerVice′　they really are oniy perfunctory・This performance
evaluation structure must be properlY eStablishedif government
laboratories want researchers to conduct original and creative
research．H
Among the various opinions on evaluation methods were
”Evaluations of researchers engagedin basic research should be
based on research achievements（SuCh as evaluation of research
theses，takinginto account theinternationai standing of the
journal carrYing the theses）′‖；J，Evaluation standards must change
according to the research field．For example′itis difficult to
assess the development oflarge－SCale equiPment Or the develop－
ment of software as academic achievements，butif such develop－
ments make a significant contribution to the progress of science，
they should be assessed appropriatelyrH but there was consensus
regarding theimportance of the performance evaluation，and the
importance of ensuring that researchers receive the wages and
PrOmOtion which corresponds to their performance evaluation．
3・6　Raising the Mobility of Researchers
The effectiveness of bringingin new staff was pointed out
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With the comment”Researchers feel a psych010giCal sense of
alienationif theY have tol00k at the same faces every day・
Contact with new talented and YOung reSearChers will mentally
refresh researchersr and thisrin turnr raises the performance of
research teams．”
Onelecturer suggested that the mobilitY Of researchers is′
at present′inadequate′　and that behind thisis the wage differ胃
ence between government and private胃SeCtOr reSearChers，Stating
”Staff changes can onlY take the form of researchers，being
transferred out t0　0ther research establishments and other re＿
SearChers’comingin to take their places．一一　工tis thought that
One Of the reasons this does not happen very frequentlyis the
Wage disparity between g‘OVernment and private－SeCtOr reSearChers．
Anotherlecturer emphasized the effectiveness of the post－
doctoral fellowship sYStem and the usefulness of vacant research
POStS，SaYing”The post－doctoral fellowship systemis effective
for ensuring the mobilitY Of researchers．Researchers can be
moved onlyif thereis a vacancy．l believe that a small degree
Of researcher mobilityin the United States has made a big dif
ferencein the research atmosphere．There researchers who gradu－
ate from postgraduate c011egesinvariably move between a number
Of researchinstitutes．．，Itis not alwaYS Preferable that re－
SearCh organizations be at full streng．th：VaCanCies areimportant
and allow research posts to be used effectivelY・Zt was said with
regard toincreasing the mobilitY Of researchers that　▼一The　′Sp－
ecial Researchers，Basic Science Program′　and the，Special Re－
SearChers，Science and Techn010gY Program，，implemented bY the
Science and Techn010gy Agency are highly regarded′　andit is
hoped that these programs continue to expand．1．
As for futureimprovements，Onelecturer said，一’Japanisin
a position whereit canl00k to the future with hope and confi－
dence．The reason for this is that at the moment there is a
Shortage ofiaborinJapan，and young people are now not alwaYS
particular about finding full－time emploYment．Nowis theideal
OppOrtunity to increase the mobilitY Of researchers．”ff the
government does nothing but maintain the status quo′　thereis a
fear that this maY have a seriousimpact on governmentlaborat0－
ries′　for the risinglevel of researcher mobility may cause
researchers at governmentlaboratories to move t0　0ther organiza胃
tions（e private companies）・So at the same time as raising‘
researcher mobility，the government must strive to make govern一
ment laboratories more attractive to researchers who set their
minds on basic research．
As stated earlier，gOVernmentlaboratories are verY re－
Stricted in their efforts to recruit new staff from private
SeCtOr reSearCh organizations，and organizationallY，theY are
relativelY CIosed′　SO theY muStl00k to raising the flexibilitY
Ofinternal staff placement，andincreasing staff mobilitY，but
there also seems to be various restrictions here as well．
fn particular，the placement of senior researchers appears
to be a difficultY COmmOn tO all governmentlaboratories・At the
Seminar the difficultY Of finding an appropriate position for
Senior researchers was highlighted with comments like　一一Itis
impossible to find openings for researchers who arein thelatter
haif of their career－CyCle．At universities they can move across
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to teaching or other academic areasr－1；and，一Appropriate positions
cannot be found for senior researchers who have done nothing but
research．・・In other words，Senior researchers cannot be offered
positions that befit their experience and research capabilities
unless theY becomeline managers・Researchers realize this them－
selvesr and thisl t007　pOSeS a PrOblem・Even researchers who are
thinking of concentrating entirelY On reSearChl Want Certain
titles once theY reaCh a relativelY Senior age；thatis，they
want to moveinto managerial positionst such aslaboratorY heads
Or departmental directors・Behind thisis societY′s tendencY tO
view managerial positions more highly than specialist positions，
and even those who want to pursue a career as a specialist re－
searcher above all else have no alternative other than working
towards a managerial position because of family considerations
and s0　0n．
Another problem pointed out was the extremelYlimited oppor－
tunities to make effective use of the research experience and
expertise of senior researchers who are n010nger suited to
front車Iine research，but who are not suited to managerial work
either・Onelecturer raised a possible s01ution to this probleml
Stating HWhat often happens overseasis that senior researchers
are giVen a POSition with animpressive title／an Office and a
SeCretary・－’
Onelecturer raised theimportance of governmentlaborato－
ries proceeding．with a wide range of research from basic research
to applied development concurrently andin parallel from the
Viewpoint of ensuring flexibilitYin staff placement・
According t0　0ur Studies on basic research bY Private compa－
nies，basic researchis often conducted at different research
Organizations from those that conduct appiied development・Behind
thisis theidea that aline should be drawn between management
Of basic research and management of other research and develop－
ment・At the seminar，however，there was great concern that
governmentlaboratories maY focus oniy on basic research，and
that this could seriousIY reduce the flexibility of staff place一
ment．
For example′　there was an opinion that”Kuch more can be
achieved by researchinstitutesif theY COnduct both basic re－
SearCh and applied research and development，rather than concen－
trating s01ely on basic research．The reason for this is the
advantage that staff can be transferred between the basic re－
SearCh department and the applied research department・
With regard to a shiftin research fields as researchers
become　01der，anOtherlecturer pointed out that HThere are basi胃
CallY tWO kinds of research：Oneis aimed at creating something
new；While the otheris aimed at examining the essence of some－
thing・Researchers should reallY CarrY Out basic research which
examines the essence of something until theY are　40　0r SO′　after
Which they should pursue research with more of a practical appli－
Cation viewpoint・The reason for thisis that creating something
new with a view to practical application requires a great deal of
experience・”On personnel management，it was also pointed out
that”If researchers spend all of their time on basic research，
it will become difficult for them to move outintoindustrY・”
Another opinion was that HG00d senseis necessarYin researcht
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and in this contextit is convenient that there are various kinds
Of jobs within the one research organization．Thisis because
people change as they get older．一一
3・7　Strengthening Mental Support
FinallY，itis thought that”mental support一，isimportant to
researchers when proceeding with basic research．Butin realitY，
from the cornment”The atmosphere at research organizationsis not
alwaYS COnducive to basic research．lr theY do not appear to feel
anY great hope towards the conduct of basic research．
Onelecturer stressed theimportance of mental support，
Stating that the atmosphere at research organizationsis verY
much a case of being t01d”if YOu have the time to do basic
research，YOu Should spendit on something more usefu1．．一　Another
lecturer spoke about the atmosphere within his research organiza－
tion：”We have not been t01d that we must not carry out basic
research′l’but　一．＝n reality′　the structureis such that we cannot．
So，aimost surreptitiously．we carry out our basic research，bit
by b土t・．．
It was pointed out by onelecturer that management depart胃
ments withlittle or no understanding of research are thought of
as being unc00Perative by researchers・He also pointed out that
”Planning and general affairs departments are nonqcooperative or
lack understanding with respect to research，and are making
research more difficult by creating various administrative regu－
1ations．TheY are PrObablY doing this with a view to making
management more rational，butitis the cause of considerable
friction．．．＝n his view′　the problemis perhaps that the people
Who are transferred to the management departmentsin research
Organizations are’’from a wide range of administrative depart一
mentsT，′　and．．most have never worked at a research organization
nor have verYlittleidea of what goes on there・1．”TheY are
normallY Sent for tw0　0r three yearsl一′　SO”many find that their
lack of knowledge makesit difficult for them activelY tO SuPPOrt
the research activities，for theY are COnCerned about making a
Serious blunder．”In other words，he considers the problem to be
that theidea of promoting basic researchis not firmly estab－
1ished among staffin the management departments and researchers
engagedin experimental or applied development research・He
therefore suggested that”specialist positions should be estab－
1ishedin support departmentsin one form or other・l’
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4．Cons⊥derat土ons
4・1Characteristics and Necessity of Basic Research at Govern一
ment Laboratories
As analyzed at　2．2，the characteristics of basic research
according to researchers at governmentlaboratories can be summa－
rized as f01lows．
（l）Research management centered on theindividual
（2）A contribution to the augmentation of human knowledge that
goes beYOnd the framework of the administrative organization to
Which the researcher belongs
（3）Formation of a base for practical application
（4）Securing recognition for research institutes in academic
Circles
The manag‘ement StruCturein governmentlaboratories has thus
far not taken to theideas of research management centered on the
individual′　Of contribution to the aug‘mentation of human knowl－
edge that goes beyond the framework of the administrative organi－
Zation to which the researcher belongs，and of contribution to
raising activitY・But as mentioned at　2．3，reSearChers at govern－
mentlaboratories gave a number of reasons why basic researchis
necessary′　aS listed below′　andit seems that the need for basic
research at a time when governmentlaboratories are transforming
int0　0rganizations which placeimportance on creativitYis recog－
nized by alllecturers．
1）To carry out effective applied development research
2）To be recognized bothinJapan and overseas as research
establishments of a certain leve1
3）To activate researchinstitutes
4）To contribute to the augTnentation of knowledge common to ail
humankind
5）To become appealing places of research that can assemble
highly capable researchers
6）To secure access tointernational research
All of these points are verYimportant asJapan，s government
laboratories begin their transformationinto creative research
Organizations，and when promoting basic research，theY muSt first
fully understandit，s sig・nificantr as described above・
However，aS mentionedin　3・7，1ecturers did point out that
”the atmosphere at research organizationsis not always conducive
to basic research”・This shows us that theidea that government
laboratories need basic research has not achieved full consensus
among all groups from the centrai organization through to the
local laboratories′　and that there are still sections where
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PeOple working side－by胃Side have their sights on different goals．
The r01es and characteristics of governmentlaboratories
VarY greatly′　SO We CannOtl00k upon them all under the same
light，andit cannot be denied that this fact makesit difficult
to gain a thorough understanding of the significance and necessi－
tY Of basic research at each governmentlaboratory．
For each government laboratory′　gOVernment agenCies must
reexamine the character of the basic research required and whYit
is necessary′　and make everYOne aSSOCiated with the government
laboratories fully aware of the views for which consensus has
been achieved・＝n particular，it is thought that government
agencies should，at eVerY OPPOrtunitY，inform researchers engaged
in basic research that the r01e of their basic research is valued
highlY；and that the government expects them to contribute to the
augmentation of human knowledge that goes beYOnd the framework of
the administrative organization to which theY belong，PrOVide
knowledge which becomes the base for applied development research
to their research organization′　and contribute to the maintenance
Of research activities（SeCuring recognition from the academic
WOrld′　raising the group，s standing as a research group，and
SeCuring communication with the world，sleading researchers）・
Any effort madein this direction can be expected to be
effectivein b00Sting‘mOrale as a part of the”mental support”
SOught by researchers who are tackling basic research at govern－
mentlaboratories，aS　rnentionedin　3．above．
4．2　Measures t01mprove Research Management at Government Labo－
rator⊥es
KeYS tO effective basic researchin governmentlaboratories
from the viewpoint of researchers at these laboratories are
SumTarized below（Refer to　－T3・KeYS and Obstacles to Effective
BasIC Researchin Government Laboratories”）
（1）Securing capable personnel suited to basic research
（2）Increasing research funds andimproving usage
（3）Expanding the discretionarY range at reSearCh organizations
（4）Strengthening the support departments
（5）Encouraging competition
（6）Raising the mobility of researchers
（7）Strengthening mental support
With regard to the present management situationin govern－
mentlaboratories，PrOblems were highlighted for each of these
items at　3．，and from this′it cannot be said that basic re－
SearChis progressing sm00thlY at gOVernmentlaboratories・
The operations of governmentlaboratories are extremeiY
important for the government science and techn01ogY P01icies，SO
discussions are continuing to be held at the Council for Science
and Techn010gY tO find waYS Ofimproving manag‘ement．Recommenda－
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tion N0．13　0f the Council for Science and Techn01ogy（refer to
bibliography）is probably the most detailed and the most highlY
authoritative reportin this areain recent years・
Recommendation N0．13　describes theimportance of basic
research，SO mOSt Of the points raised at the seminar are covered
init・＝n response to the Recommendationr the government has been
making an effort toimprove the waY gOVernmentlaboratories are
run，but these seminars have shown that there still remains much
more scope forimprovement・
Apart from personnel and funding problemsr the points which
received the most attention at the seminars were the need to make
research conditions more flexible bY eXPanding the discretionary
range atlaboratories，and the need for stronger support struc－
tures．Recommendation N0．13　also called for more flexibilitYin
the management of research personnel，reSearCh budgets and the
research organizations themselves′　but realities seem toindicate
that significantimprovements have not been carried out・
ManYlecturers also pointed out theimportance of research
SuPpOrt StruCtureSr emPhasizing〕uSt how serious the problemis
under present circumstances．RecoImmendation N0．13　also advocated
the enhancement of research support functions，While the seminars
Placed particular stress on theimportance of securing research
SuPPOrt PerSOnnel．
Zn addition to the usual discussions，1ecturers pointed out
the need for greater mental support．in particular，there appears
to beinsufficient studyinto measures which can help administra－
tive staffinv01vedin research support to gain a better under－
Standing of basic research．
Takinginto account the various opinions expressed by re－
SearChers at governmentlaboratories，We Shall propose a number
Of additional areas for study regarding measures toimprove
research management as a means of promoting basic research at
governmentlaboratories．
（1）Research Management bY Prominent Research Leaders
The series of seminars placed emphasis on research manage－
ment which centers on theindividual bY SeCuring highly capable
researchers and then giVing them as much research freedom as
POSSible′　aS a keY tO PrOmOting basic researchin government
laboratories．But all governmentlaboratories are charged with a
fundamental mission′　SOitisimpossible to allow theindividual
COmPlete freedom．
Therefore，how to make effective use of the advantages of
research which focuses on theindividual and free conceptions
Whiielinking this to the overall mission of governmentlaborato－
riesis animportant pointin their future management．Perhaps
the keY tO C00rdination between research manag‘ement Centered on
the individual and the overall mission is a research ieader with
OutStandingleadership qualities．Itis thought that government
laboratoriesin the future wi11rely heavilY On prOminent re－
SearCh leaders who understand the overall mission，and who′
under a research management structure which focuses on theindi
Vidual′　are CaPable of directing the efforts of researchers
towards the overall mission，rather than kiliing the free think－
ing ofindividual team members．
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Governmentlaboratories will therefore need to take a daring
SteP and create an elite structure under which such prominent
researchleaders can fuliy displaY tニheirleadership capabilities・
（2）Stimulating the Competitive Atmosphere by Raising Researcher
Mobility
Competition among researchers was raised as one of the keys
to promoting basic researchin governmentlaboratories，but at
PreSent gOVernmentlaboratories are not structured to readily
acceptitsintroductionr and aslong as this structure remains
unchanged′　COmpetition will have difficultYin reaching the
VariouS laboratories．
Thelack of researcher mobilitYis one reason that competi胃
tion does not function smoothly among・reSearChers・Even though
COmPetition among researchersis anideall realisticallYritis
difficult tointroduce where researchers have a tendencY nOt tO
move aroundin search of greater recognition．
rtis therefore necessary to raise the mobilitY Of research－
ers at governmentlaboratories as a prerequisite tointroducing
COmPetition・The present life－tirne emPloYment SYStem has the
advantage that a researcheris able to tackle a single theme over
along period′　SOif a sYStemin which a considerabie number of
”mobileH researchers can workin governmentlaboratories without
undermining thelife－time employment structure can be realized′
We Can eXPeCt there to be very few problemsinintroducing compe－
tlt⊥on．
（3）Significant Zncrease of Research Funds per Researcher
An effective means ofincreasing the freedom of researchers
is toincrease research funds per researcher significantiY・The
fact that the ma］OritY Of people responding to the questionnaire
On budgetaryitems that require greater funding gave the highest
Priority to HRaising per－PerSOn reSearCh fundsH indicates the
urgent need for such anincrease．
A tight financial situation meant that research funds per
researcher remained the same for quite some time，but of late，
there has been a slightincrease（fiscal1991budget：Experimen－
tal Research I　－　￥1′460，000；Experimental Research ZI　－
￥1，280，000）・Butif we consider that according to the question－
naire′　￥10，400′000　per researcheris needed′　the current amount
is still well below the amount required．To ensure that anin－
CreaSein the freedom of researchers at governmentlaboratories
is effective′　funding‘Should beincreased to the extent that a
COnSiderable part of the amount necessarY for research can be
met．while considering a balance with the overall pro〕eCt－reiated
COStS，and allocated flexiblY at the discretion of the director
at each governmentlaboratory so that the research can move ahead
in the most effective waY．
Of course′　any Wide－rangingincreasein the discretionary
POWerS Ofindividuallaboratories will have to be accompanied by
a structurein which the research results of eachlaboratory are
Subject to external evaluation．However，if the running of gov－
ernmentlaboratories becomes results－basedin this waY，itis
believed thatincreasing the discretion ofindividuallaborato－
riesin the use of research funds by significantlYincreasing
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the per－reSearCher fund amount will raise research efficiencY・
（4）Research Funds for Diversion Between Expenditure　＝tems or
Fiscal Years
We believe an effective way of expanding the flexibiiity
with which research funds can be used（diverting funds between
expenditureitems or fiscal YearS）wOuld be to pooI centrallY a
set amount for diversion between expenditureitems or fiscal
YearS（SPeCial experimental research funds），and allocate an
amount to eachlaboratorY for use at the discretion of the direc－
tor，PrOVideditis connected with experimental research・This
COuld be applied on a trial basis，and the results examined for
POSSible adoption as along－term meaSure・
（5）Better Conditions for Research Support Staff
One waY Of ensuring the appropriate wages and conditions for
technicians at governmentlaboratoriesis to place themin spe－
Cial administrative positions（POSSiblY refer to them as”techni－
Cal officers”or’’technical specialists’．）similar to the examina－
tion officers at the patents Office，and make their conditions
more favorable than researchers，（e・g・higher wages and extended
retirement ag？′　but no research funds）・Anditis also may be
WOrth encouraging‘Suitable researchers to become technicians．
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（Referencel）Examples oflecturers，images of basic research at
governmentlaboratories
l；　★　Basic researchis scientific′　Whereas applied researchis
morelike engineering・
＊　Basic researchilluminates the true nature of something，
and moves towards a singlelaw・
2：　＊　BasicallY／I don′t think thereis a ciear distinction be－
tween applied research and basic research・
＊　Z believe that nowadaYS，thereis n010nger anY difference
between basic research and applied researchr and that science and
techn010gY are COnCurrent・
＊　PersonallYr Z don，t feel thereis a need to giVe a Strict
definition to basic research．
3：　＊　To me′　basic researchis，in a broad sense′　reSearCh that
is announced at academic societies，the kind of research whose
results are announced at an academic societY，Or reSearCh carried
Out With the aim of having the results announced at an academic
SOCiety・工f　工′m required to qualifY this further，reSearCh that
Will be announced at a science society・
＊I believe the basic research on whichJapan should now
focus is that which heads in the direction of the Nobel Prize．
＊I am encouraging reSearChers as much as possible to at
least spare some time when theY Can tO reSearCh as a sub－theme
SOmething with which they can plaY tO the gallery．Although few
in number，there are researchersin the United States doing］uSt
th⊥S．
4：　★　Research that satisfies curiositY，Whichis common to all
humankind．
＊　Basic research is research that increases and reinforces
humankind′s knowledg‘e．
5：　＊　Basic research has an extremelY Wide range of application
and has enormous potential．We don，t know how beneficialit wil1
be at presentr but n0　0ne knows what will happenin the future・
Basic research has the potential of beinglinked to something
unexpected．
＊　Making an academic contributionis．what scientistslive
for．
＊　The motive force of the researcher is the desire for
recognition as a researcher．
＊　Basic research has manY Pluses－　We Can train people′
recruit people′　and maintain our research department at a high
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level・Zn this senser basic research contributes a great deal，
but apart from thisI Whatis particularly g00d about basic re－
SearCh is that we can obtain research funds．
＊　ff you ask whatis necessarY for basic research，the
answeris，in any event，PeOPle．
＊　Science requires g00d sense．
＊　There are no restrictions on basic research at our labora＿
torY・Ostensibly′　there are no restrictions；butin realitYr the
StruCtureis such that we are unable to carry out basic research．
＝t maY be an exaggeration to say that we are carrYing Out basic
researchin secretr but we are quietly conducting a small amount
Of basic research・But the realityis that we are seeking academ－
ic andinternational recognition．
6：　＊　We carry out basic research even thoughit does cause
internal friction・The director tells us to stop，but there have
been times when we continue on with our basic research．
7：　＊ln the medical field′　basic research points to all fields
except clinical research．
＊　Z believe that free selection of a basic research theme is
Veryimportant・
8：　＊　Today we are talking about basic research，but　＝　would say
that the words basic research con］ureS uP differentimages in
different peopie′s minds・To me′　basic researchinciudes basic
researchinits pure sense′　and base research which has a certain
degree of practicai application．
＊　＝　believe that we must carry out base research as one of
the fields of basic research．
＊　Basic researchis curiositY－Oriented．Everyoneis curious
about various natural phenomena，and from this curiosityis
derived the force that drives researchers．
9：　＊　Basic researchis something．which examines various princi－
Ples and rules which are common to the various techn0logiCal
themes．
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（Refer？nCe2）Examples。flecturers，opin与OnS aboutthenecessitY
of basIC reSearCh at governmentlaboratorieS
l：　★The domain of bi010gyis slightly different from other d0－
mains．The differenceis thatin bi01ogy′　basic researchis
directlylinked to appiied researchr Whereasin other domains，
applied researchis slightlY detached from basic research，andis
more specialized as a field of studY・＝n the case of bi010giCal
researchl aPPlied research and basic research are very close・
＊In bi010gyr knowledge of basic researchitself becomes
knowledge of applied research without anY Change・This，i be－
1ieve′is slightlY different from other areasr such as phYSics・
＊The greater the scope for basic researchr the greater the
applied research capabilitY・
2：　＊　At governmentlaboratoriesr both basic research that pur胃
SueS SCience（tries toinvestigate thoroughlY the　竺SSenCe Of
SOmething）and applied rePearCh that pursues engin？ering（tries
to create something new）iS neCeSSarY，．and maintaining a balance
between these two kinds of researchisimPOrtant・
＊　To produce newideasr a research environment which ali0WS
a great deal of trial and erroris essential・The scope to permit
One，s own hobby－1ike researchisr tO a Certain extentr neCeSSary・
3：　＊　We all work at governmentlaboratories，SO We are nOt
alwaysin a position to carrY Out basic researchin the true and
Pure SenSe．We mustl00k at basic researchin thelight of the
economy and societY・In this senser　＝　do not believe that basic
research conducted at governmentlaboratoriesis very different
from basic research conducted at private companies・
＊　＝　believeitis extremelyimportant for applied and devel－
OPment reSearCh to be mixed with basic research・
＊　What achieves ma］Or development researchis not a basic
Shift，but a c00rdination structure for basic and applied re－
SearCh．
4：　★　Apart from focusing on an overall basic research shift，
for manY yearS　＝　have been stressing consistency from basic
research through to applied research．Delveinto the problems
from the applied research stage／and uncover the elements of
basIc research．
＊　Governmentlaboratories are required to change from an
．，experiment station constitutionH（importanceis piaced on the
introduction of techn010gY from overseas andits promotion）to a
l．researchinstitute constitution”（importanf＝eis place on prepa－
ration of a research paper forinclusionin a WidelY－read Eng－
1ish－1anguage professi〇一al journal）・Ztis therefore essential to
Placeimportance on basiC reSearCh．
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＊　Workingin a researchinstitute，One WOuld feel alittle
emptyif the research had no possibility of winning the Nobel
Prize・Governmentlaboratories should giVe SuPPOrt tO reSearCh
themes that arein the public eYe and maY Win the Nobei Prize．
5：　＊　National rQSearCh organizations should be positioned so
that they can，in a wide sense′　prOVide a service to taxpayers as
a wh01e rather than merely serve the short胃term administrative
PurPOSe Of the government agency to which they belong・
＊　0ver the past few YearS，the character of basic research
has changed′　and thereis much basic research that universities
CannOt do alone・From this has emerged a feeling that government
laboratories must carrY Out basic researchr and carryit out
properly．
＊Itis verY difficult to draw aline between applied re－
SearCh and basic research．One should have the attitude of find－
ing areas of basic research within pro］eCt reSearCh or applied
researchr and then proceeding along a theme which has originali
ty．
＊Japan should contribute to the augmentation of knowledge
COmmOn tO all humankind・So forincreasing the stock of human
intelligence／gOVernmentlaboratories should seriously promote
research whichislikely t01ead to positive results．
6：　＊　To conduct research thatis beneficial to the well－being
Of humankindis an obligation of scientists，and the reason for
the土r work．
＊　When we think as scientists workingin the frontline′
basic research that does not giVe COnSideration to applicationis
Out Of the bounds of possibility．
＊　Theimportance of basic researchisin the fact thatits
applicationis limitless．This contributes to making applied
research easier．
＊・Making a contribution to academic advancementis what
SCientistslive for，and this has become their motive force．
＊　Researchers push ahead with their research supported by
their desire to be recognized as researchers．
＊　Having a feeling of pridein oneself for contributing to
the academic advancement of scienceis the key to a g00d re－
SearCher．
＊　A research department with alowlevel of academic contri－
bution will not be able to attract highly competent researchers・
＊　For governmentlaboratories to be dependablein an emer－
gency，they must achieve a certain degree of recognitionin basic
research・＝　believe thereislittle pointif governmentlaborato胃
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ries do not staY at a WOrldlevelin technologY Or knowledge・
＊　The worth of national research organizationsisin the
fact that theY maintain the highestlevel0f expertisein Certain
fields．To this end′　basic researchis abs01utelY eSSential・
＊　Basic research has manY Pluses－　We Can train peopie′
recruit peopleJ and maintain our research department at a high
level．＝n this sense′　basic research contributes a great deal to
governmentiaboratories・
＊　EssentiallYr the contribution of ma〕Or basic researchis
thatit facilitates the securing of research funds（by heighten－
ing external recognition of the research department）・
＊If the academiclevel of the research departmentis high，
internationai research exchanges or　コOint research becomes possi－
ble．
7：　＊If research at governmentlaboratories can onlY be applied
to certain manufactured productsrits usefulnessis extremely
limited．Research results which can be applied at a more general
level are hoped for．To achieve this′　basic researchis neces－
Sary・
＊　Research includes curiositY－Oriented basic researchr
Strategical basic research（basic research carried out with an
eYe On the overall picture so as to create the foundation for
application），and application′　and the work of governmentlabora－
tories must include ali　0f these elements．
＊　The driving force behind researchersis curiosity；if
thereis no curiositY，the research will not succeed・
8・　★　Basic researchis necessarY for examining rules and prin－
Ciples common to various techn01ogiCal themes，and for solving
fundamental problems that emerge with the progress of development
SO that development can continue to advance．
＊　Unless basic research undertaken bY the governmentis made
more substantial，gOVernmentlaboratories cannot but play the
r01e of anintermediary，eVen for research carried out jointly
among the government，the private sector and the academic sector・
＊　Without basic research，gOVernmentlaboratories cannot
meet technologiCal and administrative needs．
＊　Particularlyin our field′　there are a number of phasesin
Which further developmentisimpossibleif we cannot reflect on
What we have developed andidentifY the basic research that has
led us to that point，and there are many cases where basic re－
SearCh becomes necessary as a result of this．
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（Reference　3）Examples oflecturers，views about research funds
l：　★　Funds are allocated for ma〕Or equiPmentr but thereis
nothing for consumables．
＊　Thereis verylittle traveling allowance・
＊　Thereis verYlittle flexibilitY．
＊　Z feel that we would be able to manage thelaboratorY
much betterif we had a small amount of money that we can use at
Our d⊥scret土on．
2：　＊I believe that we would be able to achieve better results
When tackling basic researchif we had even a smallincreasein
Our WOrk⊥ng budget・
3：　＊　Z have a feeling that our overseas travel budgetis small－
er than that of universities and private researchinstitutes．
4；　★After allis said and done′　Whatrsimportantis people and
funds．
5：　＊　The budgetis broken upinto a number ofitems，and funds
for one item cannot be diverted to another．
6：　＊Japanese researchers take their work very seriously′　and
are used t01iving frugally′　SO they feel a heavy responsibilitY
if they are giVen eVen a Small amount of funds，butif theY
receive alarge amount，this may have the opposite effect and
theY COuldlose this feeling of heavY reSPOnSibility・At anY
rate′　T believe the realityis that they work as hard as they
Can．
＊　There are no travel funds．Evenif we submit a subject for
PreSentation at an academic societY，there are no travel funds
for us to attend．
＊　Being a director at a governmentlaboratoryis〕uStlike
being the boss of a small companY：alwaYS WOrrYing about moneY・
7：　＊　There are also many g00d points about theJapanese set－uP，
butifit becomes t00　rigid and machine－1ike，it will not work・
8：　＊Haintaining and managinglarge－SCale experiment facilities
requires an enormous amount of moneY and human effort．The Fi－
nance MinistrY，andin fact most other ministries and agencies，
100k upon moneY Spent On maintenance as a retrogressiveinvest－
ment．This is because the moneYis not for new equiPment Or
facilities．＝　don，t know whetheritis because thereis nothing
SPeCtaCular about maintenance，but the government agencies attach
littleimportance toit．
＊　These daYSinformation plaYS a Vital r01ein our society′
and the collection ofinformationis piVOtal to this．＝n this
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respectrJapanese do not have verY manY OVerSeaS COntaCtS・Ge0－
graphically／Japanisisolated／and there are many overseaS
research seminars that we′dlike to attend′　but we never seem to
get to theml for we are alwaYS t01d that overseas travel funds
are short・Nowadaysr PeOPle are better off thanin the pastr and
some researchers pay their own way to these overseas seminars・
This exchange ofinformation with overseas researchersis ex－
tremelY beneficial becauseit helps to raise the value of one′S
OWTL reSearCh．
＊　Theimportant aspect of announcing research results at an
academic societyis not the fact that you are presenting YOur
research，itis meeting the other people there′　thatis，getting
to know them and having them get to know you・Thisis the most
important aspect・Evenif you announce outstanding research
results every couple of years or so′　yOu Will not necessarilY
attract a great deal of attention．Z believe the keyis to attend
as many seminars as you can，eVenif the presentations areinsig－
nificant and dull，SO that YOu Can keep YOur face known to as
many people as possible．
9：　＊　As you maY be aware，reSearCh funds do not contain an ele一
ment for upkeep expenses・Upkeep expenses are mainly utilities
Chargesr and to paY these expensesr moneY muSt be taken out of
research funds・One waY Of securing funds for this is through
ma〕Or prO〕eCtS，butitis really only thelarge researchinsti－
tutes that arein a position to do this．
＊It has been said right from the very start，but usageis
the keY・Universities have an amount of moneYf albeit a relative－
1Y Small amountrin the form of a trust fund which theY Can uSe
at their discretion・Governmentlaboratories have no such system．
We are really suffering because thereis no way we can obtain
even relatively small sums of moneY for a wide range of miscella－
neous needs，including those connected with travel．
10：★　＝f the amount of money for basic researchis particularly
Sma11′it has to be used verY effectively′　but the problem that
emerges hereis that research funds are allocated for each fiscal
year and they must be used during that twelve－mOnth period′　S0
0ften towards the end of the fiscal Yearlaboratories use up any
remaining funds onitems which are not really needed′　rather than
Sending the moneY back to government coffers・NaturallYl these
remaining funds are not enough to purchase ma〕Oritems of equlp－
ment，SO they are normallY SPent On COnSumables．If welook at
America’s National Science Foundation，reSearCh funds may be
Carri・ed over for up to tw0　0r three YearS．This means thatif
theY Want tO purChase equiPment COSting the equivalent ofr SayJ
￥800rOOOr funds can be held over during one Year and combined
With funds from the f0110wing year to buy the equiPment・I be－
1ieve that we should be allowed to do this here as well．
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（Reference4）Examples oflecturers，views about research person－
nel．
1；　★　＝n the earlY StageS Of basic research，reSearChers should
be alittle flexible．For basic research，＝　believeitis better
if researchers have moved around and experienced various research
WOrkJ SuCh as a fellowship′　rather than spending all their career
in one position．Basic scientific researchers attached to the
Institute of PhYSical and Chemical Research from the Science and
Techn010g‘y Agency have a very high reputation throughout the
WOrld．
＊　The right personin the right placeisimportant．
2：　＊　Researchis people′　and thereis no doubt that research
Organizations want to bringin people with very original and
Creativeideas，but to tell the truth，We havelittle choice；We
have to take whom we are giVen．To date′　We have taken on people
Who have passed the examination set bY the National Personnel
AuthoritY．＝n a certain sense′　this examination has，＝　believe′
an adverse effect on the progress of research，but oflate we
have been able to appoint people with a doctorate′　andin this
respect，I think we have seen animprovement・
＊　One particularly serious headache we have at the momentis
that we cannot appoint any new researchers．
3：　＊　Provided thereis no break′I think researchers can con－
tinue without a dropin activitY until about age　65・ff thereis
a break of oniy one year the researcher might be able to recover
lost ground′　but Z don，t think thisis possibleif the breakis
for two years orlonger・
4；　　★　＝f researchers devote t00　muCh of their time to basic re－
SearCh，they will have difficultin finding work（authors’note；
this means”transfer toindustrY”）・Z mYSelf am a big coward when
it comes to basic research．The reason is that it makes it hard
to find work．
＊　The difference between the United States andJapan appears
to be that in the United States a core of researchers change
POSitions with a relatively high degree of frequency・After
graduation from postgraduate c01lege′　reSearChers change posi－
tions atleast once，Without fail．Researchers can move only when
thereis a vacancy・I believe a small amount of researcher mobiL
itY makes a big differencein the atmosphere・Japanis in a
POSition whereit canl00k to the future with hope and confi－
dence・The current emploYment marketis a seller，s marketr and
this could possibly bring out a degree of mobilityin the future・
5：　＊After allis said and done′　What，simportantis people and
funds．Researchers have aleaning towards basic research，SO aS
long as laboratories have adequate personnei and funds，fine
basic research will steadilY emerge・
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6：　＊　＝tisimpossible to find openings for researchers who are
in thelatter half of their career－CyCle・At universities they
can move across to teaching or other academic areas・At national
researchinstitutesr aPPrOPriate positions cannot be found for
senior researchers who have specialized entirelYin research・
＊　Researcher mobilitY has beenincreasing・f heard that verY
capable researchers have applied for fellowships under the
Science and Techn010gy Agency Fellowship Program・
7；　★　Whatis needed more than anYthing else for efficient basic
researchis people・
＊　Science requires g00d sense・
＊Itis an extremely simple matter to evaluate scientists：
We Can eValuate them by howlong theY have been conducting re－
SearCh，and how manY and what kind of papers they have written
for wh土ch journals．
＊　We are shackled by whatis known as the senior public
SerVant，s examination．The sYStem hasimproved over the past few
years now that we are able to take on people with doctorates，but
if we want to appoint slightlY yOunger PeOPle with a master，s
degree who have performed outstanding work′　We CannOt do so
unless theY PaSS the public service entrance examination・The
SenSe One needs for the public service is different from the
SenSe One needs in the field of science．
＊　Governmentlaboratories have undergone a massive regenera－
tion with the government，s establishment of the age retirement
SyStem・
＊　The right personin the right placeis a verY g00d thing
initself，butin reality′itis not working．
8：　＊　What we can do to raise the mobilitY Of researchersis
SOmehow toincrease the wages of researchers who change jobs．
9：　＊　To manage the mobility of researchers effectivelYr gOVern一
mentlaboratories need temporarY POStS Or SOme Other form of
buffer．
＊　A ma］Or PrOblemis that wages for，一mobile”researchers or
researchers on a short－term COntraCt are iow．
＊’’Mobile”research staff are temporarY Staff，andI feel
keenly that we will not be able to hang on to themif we do not
raise their wages and conditions to roughlY the samelevel as
Permanent Staff．
10：★　NewIY emPloYed staff are not alwaYS PeOple who are suited
to research or who have the necessarY enthusiasm．Of course′in
manY CaSeS the problemis also with thelaboratorY，but thisis
no different from most other organizations；howeverr putting the
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right personin the right placeis ideal．近yinstitute has a
Closed structure′　SOitis virtuallyimpossible to achieve this．
I thinkit would be highlY beneficialif we had more exchanges
With researchers from outside the organization・
＊　The thing we envY mOSt about universitiesis that newly
graduated researchers′　Or those with master’s degrees or doctor－
ates　コOin the university where they work full－time for a set
period′　after which theY find research work outside the universi－
ty・In shortr thereis constant regeneration・But this sort of
thing cannot happen nearly as easily at governmentlaboratories・
＊　Ztis very difficult to work out what positions to giVe tO
PeOple not suited to research，Or tO reSearChers who have out－
growTl：reSearCh・
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（Reference5）Examples oflecturers，views about research sup－
port・
1：★We must giVe PeOPlelike engineerS mOre tO WOrk for，like
added esteem or credit．rn the United States，engineerS’wages
are about three times as high as airline stewardesses・
＊　BasicallyT funds are allocated to pro〕eCtSJ butif YOu
simpIY aSk for funds from this mysterious backup sYStem，theY are
not readily forthcoming・Itis much easier to get the fundsif
you first tell this backup system what you want them for・tf you
saY that YOu Want funds but YOu are nOt Sure eXaCtlY What YOu
want them for，OnlY that you want to get some material for exam－
Ple′　YOu are unlikelY tO get the funds that YOu need・
＊　＝f Z were to build alaboratory′　＝，dlike to make the
backup system central to the wh01e organization・Forinstance′
evenif we write a research paper，thereis nowherein our organ－
ization that we can have the paper checked for grammatical errors
and s0　0n．
2：　＊　We do not have a technician system at ourlaboratory・
This，Z believe′is a maコOr PrOblem．
3．　＊Itis also a fact that research supportis quite p00r・
4：　★　Government laboratories have a considerable number of
Obligations，but an extremely small number of researchers，SO a
great deal of the researchers，timeis taken up with miscellane－
OuS taSks．
5：　＊　We are providinglaboratorY aSSistants and various other
kinds of support to researchers who have performed outstanding
WOrk and arelikely to advance even further．We are actuallY
doing this．
＊　Researchers are carrYing Out eXPeriments in one waY Or
another everY day′　and every day theY aChieve something，although
at times results are hard to come by′　but overall they are reallY
en〕Oying What they d0．0n the other hand′　managerS Who provide
SuPPOrt for research rarelY reCeive adequate recognition，eVenif
they develop an efficient organization orintroduce effective
SYStemS・We have to think about this as well．
＊　The Research Development Corporation of Japan established
the position of Techn010gY Councilorinits development sYStem，
and this appears to be working quite well・We need to foster such
a professional support staff．
6：　＊　Unc00Perative may be t00　StrOng a WOrd to use to describe
the research support departments，SuCh as the pianning and gener－
al affairs departments．perhapslackingin understanding maY be
more appropriate′　butin the eYeS Of the researchers，the various
management ruies and regulations that these departments create
make research much more difficult to carrY Out．
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（Reference6）Issues facing Government Laboratories as pointed out
in the Recommendation N0．13　0f the Council for Science and Tech＿
nologY”Intermediate and Long－Range Basic P01icy of National
Research　＝nstitutes．．．
I・Problems Faced by Government Laboratories
＊　Lack of a timelY and precise response to socioeconomic
needs
＊　＝nsufficient research exchanges
＊　Aging of researchers
＊　Difficultiesin securing research personnel
＊　Lack of flexibilityin the promotion of research
＝＝．Course for Government Laboratories to Achieve Their R01e
l・Promotion of Basic and Pioneering Research
＊　Establish a form of research management thatis best
Suited to basic and piOneering research，SuCh as research aimed
at planting the seeds of new technoiogieS
＊　Promote research that goes beyond the framework of
the research organization or government agencY
2．Course for Government Laboratories to Enliven Their
Research Activities
（1）Review the r01e and research organization
（2）＝mprove research management
l）AllowlaboratorY directors greater discretion－
ary pOWerS
2）Implement research evaluation based on the
Character of the research
3）Raise the morale of researchers
＊　Evaluate the performance of researchers
takinginto account the diversity of activities at government
laborator土es
＊　Effectively use such forms of encouragement
as special paY raises and a Hdiiigence”allowance．Effort should
be made to enhance the effectiveness of the commendation sYStem．
4）Promote research exchanges
＊　Actively welcome overseas researchers，
keepingin mind the area of research while ensuring‘that all the
necessarY arrang‘ementS for them have been completed．
＊　Promote exchanges with universities in
education and research fields．
＊　FairlY eValuate the results of work bY
researchers who have been sent to research organizations other
than governmentlaboratories．
＊　Further promote〕Oint research with the
industrial and academic sectors and overseas institutes′　and
COntraCted research．
＊　Actively release research results that are
expected to become public domain through publications，annOunCe一
ment at academic societies and patent acquisition．Make particu－
1ar effort to propagate these results overseas．
5）Securing researchers，PrOmOting researcher
mobilitY，and personnel management based on career stage
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＊　Examine the appointment of researchers with
a view to securing researchers who conform to the future r01e of
governmentlaboratories・
＊　Examine from all possible angles wages and
working conditions with a view to securing talented personnel・
＊　Enhance the sYStem Of accepting external
researchers
least a set
the present
researchers
management，
for workin governmentlaboratories・
＊　Give consideration to securing each Year at
number of YOung reSearChers as a means of rectifYing
ag  compositionimbalance among researchers・
＊　Bring the knowledge and experience of
at governmentlaboratoriesinto full plaYin research
the development of data basesr andinternational
C00perat⊥on．
（3）＝mprove the research environmPnt
l）Keep facilities and equiPmentin g00d repair
and enhance research support functions
＊　Hake every effort to prepare and maintain
the most up－tO－date research environment，including special and
highlY SOPhisticated facilities and equipment that maY be beYOnd
the scope of the private sector，and progressively deal with
facilities and equiPment that are becoming obs01ete or run－down・
＊　Make research faciiities and equiPment at
governmentlaboratories available for use bY eXternal research
Org‘an⊥zations．
＊　Strive to enhance research support func－
tions，and secure and train technicians engagedin sophisticated
basic research activities in the latest fields．
2）＝ncrease research flexibility
＊　Make research management more flexible with
regard to such aspects as personnel，budgetarY and organizational
management・
＊　Promote contracted research through the
effective use of existing systems，and seek to diversify the
flow of research funds．
＊　Creating conditions which make possible
more flexible research management，SuCh as development of a
research structure which giVeS COnSideration to entrusting the
Private sector with management of governmentlaboratories，intro－
duction of a researcher term contract systeml and the sm00th
introduction of external funding are futurelong’－termissues．
（Source）Prepared from Recommendation No・130f the Co一nCil for
Science and Techn01ogY．一Zntermediate and Long－Range BasIC P01icy
Of National Research　＝nstitutes．．
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（Reference　7）
Government Laboratory Directors，Liaison Council
National　＝nstitute of Science and Techn010gY P01icYr Science and
Techn01ogy Agency
September1991
Research Environment Surrounding Government Laboratories
From a SurveY Of Directors at Government Laboratories
In MaY this Year With the c00Peration of the Government
LaboratorY Directors，Liaison Council，the National　＝nstitute of
Science and Techn0logy P01icY SurVeYed all directors of govern一
ment laboratories affiliated with the Liaison Council on the
research environment in government laboratories，focusing on
flnanc⊥al　土ssues．
Outline of the Survey
The surveY queStionnaire was sent to all directors of gov胃
ernment laboratories affiliated with the Government Laboratory
Directors′　Liaison Council．Of the　93　directors to whom the
questionnaire was sent，reSPOnSeS Were reCeived from　87，Which
represents a response rate of　94％・Classifying the　87　directors
Who respondedinto ma〕Or fields of research carried out at their
re苧PeCtiveiaborator与es reveals that　34（39％）are．engagedin
SCienCe－チnd engineering－related research；28（32％）in bi01ogy－
and medicine胃related research；and　25（29％）in fields other than
the previous two（WOrk related to humanities′　SOCial sciences，
etc・）・
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l・Government Laboratories　－　Concept and　＝ssues
Zn the questionnaire，We first asked the directors their
thoughts regarding the concept and r0le of governmentlaborato－
ries，and the current research environment and its effect on
research．
R01e Fulfilled by Government Laboratories
Strong pridein contribution to”progress of science”and
”administration of the parent agencyll．
Looking at the responses，We Can See that，generallY，direc－
tors assess highlY the overall social r01e that governmentlabo－
ratories have fulfi11ed・Zn particular，many directors responded
With”contributed greatlY”regarding‘”progress of science…　and
l’administration of parent agency”．
＝n this surveY there were fewer”contributed greatlYH re－
SPOnSeS tO　一．human resources developmentin various fieldsl．and
．’training of research successorsl－　thanin the corresponding
SurVeY Of national universities．
0％　　　　20％　　　40％　　　60％　　　80％　　　100％
lLcontributedgreatly　　　臣ヨContributedalittle E召CannotanSWer
mDidnotcontributedverymuch滝Virtuallynocontribution
0％　　　　20％　　　40％　　　60％　　　80％　　　1∝）％
髭霊霊㌘dy霊慧霊霊
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（1）Progress of science
（2）Administration of
pa工．ent agenCy
（3）Contribution to
national economic
deveiopment
（4）Acceptance of for－
eign reSearChers
（5）Train上ng of succes胃
SC）rS
（6）Human　工－eSOurCeS
development
（7）Contributio一tO
WOrld economiC
development
（8）Contribution to
reg Onal economic
deveiopment
（1）Pr？mOtlon of aca－demiC reSearCh
（2）Per？0－nel tra⊥ning
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SearCh successors
（4）Acceptance of over－
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（5）Contribution to the
local reglOn
（6）Equal educational
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Research Environment and Level of Research
Equipment，buildings and wages worse than thosein the pri胃
Vate SeCtOr，While future standard of researchislower
ⅡanY directors described equiPmentin government laborato－
ries asllslightly better”thanin universitie！（55％）′although a
COnSiderable number also described their equiPment aS”slightly
WOrSe’’（38％）or’．much worse’’（33％）than equipmentin private
SeCtOr reSearChinstitutes．As for building‘S，38％indicated that
buildingsin governmentlaboratories arel．slightlY better”than
in universities，While　29％　said they are the　一．same一’；in contrast，
40％　described them as　一一slightlY WOrSe一’than buildings in private
SeCtOr reSearChinstitutes，While　33％　described them as’lmuch
WOrPel’・As for wages，the m？jority（52％）said governmentlabora－
torieS are　－1the same．．as uniVerSities′　While　53％　said government
laboratories are　一一much worse”than private sector researchinsti－
tutes and　45％　said they are”slightly worse’．・
The general view held bY directors of governmentlaborat〇一
riesis that equiPment and buildings at governmentlaboratories
are slightly better than or about the same as those at universi－
ties′　but much worse than those at private sector researchinsti－
tutes；While wag‘eS are about the same as wages at universities，
but much worse than wages at private sector researchinstitutes・
■Muchworse田Slightlyworse田Same
琶Slighdybetter謂Muchbetter
RcscamhEnvのnmcnt
（Comparedtouniversities）
恥ipmcnt
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ResearchEnvironment
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Host directors regard the current standard of research at
governmentlaboratories when compared to the standard at univer－
Sities as the　一一same”（45％）orllslightly betterH（42％）・Almost the
Same trend can be seenin their expectations of research stand胃
ardsin ten years，although responses are dispersed alittle more
evenlY・As for a comparison with private sector researchinsti－
tutes，many regard the current standard at governmentlaborato－
ries as　一．slightly betterf．（40％），but most appear to h01d a pessi－
mistic view of the future′　With　33％　expecting the standard to be
the Hsame’’in ten years，and　26％　expectingit to be’一slightly
WOrSelI．
ResearchLevels－CurrentandinTenYears
（ComparedtoprivatesectorresearchinStitutes）
Cu汀ent
hlOyears
［NationalUhiversitiesSurvey］
ResearchLevels－CtrrrentandInTenYears
（Compared oprivatesectorresearchinstitutes）
0％　20％　40％　60％　80％　100％　■Muchworse匡ヨSlightlyworse幻Same
ES］slightlybctter寓Mふhbetter
田Slightlybetter監M品hbetter　　　　　　（Comparedtogovemnentlaboratoriesand
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0％　　20％　　40％　　60％　　80％　100％
■Muchworse固SlightlyworseEZ］same
国Slighdybetter紀Muchbetter
Effect of Financial Situation on Research Activities
Sense of crisisin securing talented research personnel
Alarge majoritY（79％）of directors agree with the statement
一一Governmentlaboratories are noionger able to attract talented
researchers because of p00r PaY and research conditionsH′indi－
Cating that manY have a feeling of crisis regarding the securing
Of talented researchers under current wagelevels and research
COnd⊥t⊥ons．
EffectofFinancialSituation
0％　　　20％　　　40％　　　60％　　　80％　　100％
■Agree国CannotsayeitherwayEZZDisagree
（1）Governmentlaboratories
are n010nger able to
attract talented re－
SearChers because of p00r
Pay and research condi－
t土OnS．
（2）Government laboratories
are not making the best
use of researchers，
CaPabilities because of
limited ordinarY reSearCh
funds and equiPment・
（3）Governmentlaboratories arelaggingbehind p iv te sector re－
searchinstitutes etc．in thelatest fields of research，and this
is hindering domestic andinternational research exchanges・
lNationalUniversitiesSurvey］
EffbctofTightFinancialConditions
0％　　　20％　　　40％　　　60％　　　80％　　100％
■Agree毘Cannotsayeitherway臼Disagree
（1）National un土vers土ties
are not making the best
use of professors’capa－
bilities because of
limited ordinarY reSearCh
funds and equiPment．
（2）National universities
are n010nger able to
attract talented profes－
SOrS because of p00r Pay
and research conditions．
（3）National universitie戸arelagging behind private sector
research institutes etc．in the latest fields of research，and
thisis hindering domestic andinternationai academic exchanges．
（4）Talented students？Olonger find national univefSities at－
tractive because of rising tuition fees and the deteriOration of
university building‘S．
（5）Thisis having？n adverse effect on equal opportunitiesin
education and on regiOnal activation
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2・Views Regarding Zmprovement
Research Punds
Strong desire for anincreasein funds per researcher and greater
flexibilityin funds use
Thereis a strong desire for anincreasein the research
budg・et・None of the directors responded that the present situa－
tion regarding the research budgetis satisfactory・
Thereis a strong desire among directors to see anincrease
in research funds per researcher，the majority（51％）raising this
as theitem mostin need ofimprovement．This was particularlY
evident among directors oflaboratories engagedin biology－relat－
ed research，With　61％　rankingit the highest．一一Zncreasein domes－
tic travel funds．’ranked second with　24％，f0110wed by Hincrease
in overseas travel funds”（19％）・
0％　　　　20％　　　40％　　　60％　　　80％　　　100％
■（a）田（b）田（C）昏（d）欝（e）抜（0Ⅹ（g）
［NationalUniversitiesSurvey］
BudgetaryItemsinWhichanIncreaseisDesired
（1）Science and eng‘ineering
（2）B土010gy
（3）Humanities and sociai
SClenCeS
（a）Research funds per
researcher
（b）＝ncreasein overall
research funds
（C）Hajor equipment funds
（d）Overseas travel funds
（e）Domestic travel funds
（f）Facilities funds
（g）Equipment funds
（1）General education course
（2）Humanities and social
SCienCeS
（3）Education
（4）Science′　engineering and
agriculture departments
（5）Science′　engineering and
agriculture research
土nstitutes
0％　　20％　　40％　　60％　　80％　100％（6）Medicine′dentistrY and
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（a）＝ntegrated universitY funds per professor and per student
（b）でraYel funds
（C）Equipment and facilities funds
（d）Grant－inーAid for Scientific Research
（e）Others
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As for problems related to the use of funds，the overwhelm－
ing majority answered・一inabilitY tO divert funds between exPeri一
mental research and travel一・（65％）andl．inability to divert funds
between fiscalyears・・（24％）・＝n the biology－related fields，these
figures were81％and15％respectively・As can be seen′the direc－
tors strongly desire the authority to divert funds between ex－
penditureitems・
Aspect of Budget Usage Which Requires＝mprovement（％）
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Science and Bi010gy Humanities
engineering and social
SCienCeS
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＊　Diversion of funds between　　　　52　　　　　　　81　　　　　67
experimental research and
travel
＊　Diversion of funds between
fiscal years
＊　Diversion of funds between
domestic travel and overseas
travel
＊　Diversion of funds among
experimental research，
COmPuterlease，and fees
for leased communication
facil土t土es
★　No p工．Oblems
Total lOO lOO lOO
（National Universities SurveY）Aspect of Budget Usage Which
Requires　＝mprovement（％）
Humanities and Science′　engineering
SOCial sciences and agriculture
departments departments
＊　Diversion of funds between
universitY eXPenSeS and
travel
＊　Diversion of funds between
f土scal years
＊　Diversion of funds among
university expenditure
items
★　No problems
Total lOO lOO
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2．Views Regarding Zmprovement
Research Funds
Strong desire for anincreasein funds per researcher and greater
flexibiiityin funds use
Thereis a strong desire for anincreasein the research
budget・None of the directors responded that the present situa－
tion regarding the research budgetis satisfactorY・
Thereis a strong desire among directors to see anincrease
in research funds per researcher，the majoritY（51％）raising this
as theitem mostin need ofimprovement・This was particularly
evident among directors oflaboratories engagedin bi0logY－relat－
ed research，With　61％　rankingit the highest．”工ncreasein domes－
tic travel funds．，ranked second with　24％，f0110wed bY Hincrease
in overseas travel funds”（19％）・
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BudgetaryItemsinWhichanIncreaseisDesired
（1）Science and engineering
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（3）Humanities and sociai
SClenCeS
（a）Research funds per
researcher
（b）Zncreasein overall
research funds
（C）Major equipment funds
（d）Overseas travel funds
（e）Domestic travel funds
（f）Facilities funds
（g）Equipment funds
（1）General education course
（2）Humanities and social
SCienCeS
（3）Education
（4）Science，engineering and
agriculture departments
（5）Science′　engineering and
agriculture research
institutes
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（a）Integrated university funds per professor and per student
（b）TraYei funds
（C）EquiPment and facilities funds
（d）Grant－in－Aid for Scientific Research
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As for problems related to the use of funds，the overwhelm－
ing ma］OritY anSWered　●一inabilitY tO divert funds between experi－
mental research and travei”（65％）and Hinabiiity to divert funds
between fiscal yearsl’（24％）・＝n the biology－related fields，these
figures were　81％　and15％　respectively．As can be seen′　the direc－
tors strongly desire the authority to divert funds between ex－
pendltureltems．
Aspect of Budget Usage Which Requires Zmprovement（％）
Science and Bi010gy Humanities
engineering and social
SCienCeS
＊　Diversion of funds between
experimentai research and
travel
＊　Diversion of funds between
f⊥scal years
＊　Diversion of funds between
domestic travel and overseas
travel
＊　Diversion of funds among
experimental research，
COmPuterlease′　and fees
for leased communication
fac土1it⊥es
★　No problems
TOtal lOO lOO lOO
（National Universities Survey）Aspect of Budg‘et Usage Which
Requires Zmprovement（％）
Humanities and Science，engineering
SOCial sciences and agriculture
departments departments
＊　Diversion of funds between
university expenses and
travel
＊　Diversion of funds between
fiscal years
＊　Diversion of funds among
university expenditure
items
★　No problems
Total lOO lOO
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Use of Personai Funds for Research Expenditure
Personal funds are used for research expenditure at many research
establishments
We asked the directors whetherin the past twelve months any
researchers had used their own personal funds for research pur－
POSeS OWing to a shortage of research funds，tO Which　83％indi－
Cated that researchers had used personal funds for domestic
travel，90％indicated that personal funds had been used for
OVerSeaS traVel，and　86％indicated that personai funds had been
used for reference books and material．
Amount of Research Funds NecessarY Per Researcher
Average of　￥290，000is needed for domestic travel
According to the respondents，the average amount of funds
needed bY reSearChers or research groups to carrY Out their
research activitiesis，Per reSearCher，￥290，000　for domestic
travei，￥990，000　for overseas travel，and誓10，400，000　for experi－
mental research・BY the maコOr fieldsr expenditure on domestic
travel comes to　￥250，000　for science and engineering，￥300，000
for bi0logy－related fields，and　￥340，000　for humanities and
SOCial sciences；eXPenditure on overseas travelis，reSPeCtivelY，
￥870，000，￥1，060，000　and￥1′090′000；While expenditure on experi－
mental researchis，reSPeCtivelY，￥13，140，000，￥9，940，000　and
￥6′720′000．
StaffIncrease PrioritY
For a staffincrease′　PrioritYis giVen tO reSearChers・
The〇一erWhelming majoritY（88％）put researchers as their
highest priOrity for a staffincreasP・Alarge majority（79％）
listed research assistants and technicianS aS their second prior胃
ity・A significant difference between the ma］Or fieldsis that a
large　29％　of directorsin the bi01ogy－reiated fieldslisted
research assistants and technicians as their highest priority′
whereas this figure was only　3％　for science and engineering and
4％　for humanities and social sciences．
Stafrhcrease蹄iority
（Secondpri0rity）
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Researchers，secremies
Increase of Research Funds from Outside Parent Agency
Expectations with respect of government agencies and private
COrpOrat⊥ons
The directors are actively seeking anincrease of research
funds Hfrom private foundations’．（68％）and”from government
agencies other than the parent agencY’’（67％），but there appears
to be some resistance to an increase of research funds from
”private companies andindividuals”．Behind thisis the view that
the r01e of governmentlaboratoriesis research which serves the
Publicinterest，and that results of this research should be used
in wide－ranging fields that reach beyond the framework of a
SPeCific government agency・
Comparing this with results from the national universities
SurVey，We Can See that governmentlaboratories display a much
more cautious attitude towardsincreasing research funds from
一．private companies andindividuals”．
0％　　　20％　　　40％　　　60％　　　80％　　100％
■shouldbeincreased　国CannOtSayei血erway
田Shouldnotbeincreased
NationalUniversitiesSuⅣey］
RequestforResearchSubsidiesfromOutside
MimitryofEducation
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（1）Private foundations
（2）Government agencies
Other than the parent
agenCy
（3）Local self－gOVerning
bod⊥es
（4）Private companies and
individuals
（1）Other government
agencies
（2）Local selfqgoverning
bod⊥es
（3）Private foundations
（4）Private companies
Zncreasing Flexibilityin the Financial SYStem and Diversifying
Sources of Funds
Strong demands for greater flexibilitYin the financial system
and diversification of funding sources
There were strong demands for greater fiexibilityin the
financial system and diversification of funding sources′　and with
regard to the disparitYin research conditions among・reSearCh
institutes and among researchers expected as a natural product of
thisincreased flexibilitY and diversification′　65％indicated
that”evenifit means greater disparity′　the system should be
made more flexible and sources should be diversifiedH′　While　34％
responded withl－cannot say either waYl．・Onlyl％indicated that
’lifit means greater disparity，the sYStem Should not be made
more flexible and sources should not be diversified”．From this
We Can that the general feelingis that directors are prepared to
accept greater disparity among researchinstitutes for greater
flexibilityin the financial system and diversification of fund－
⊥ng‘SOurCeS．
Necessity forInternal Activation and Effort to Gain the Public′s
Understanding
Positive steps towards releasinginformation to the public and
Self－eValuation
Directors held positive views regarding”comprehensive
Self－eValuation at governmentlaboratories”（84％），”publishing
results of research bY reSearChers at governmentlaboratories”
（84％），’一publicly releasinginformation on research activities and
budgetarY matterS and carrYing Out effective public relations
PrOgramS at eaCh governmentlaboratorYff（81％）；but apart from
directorsin bi01ogY－related fieldsr theY Wereiess positive
aboutl’regular evaluation by a third party．一（OVeral1－　47％，
bi0logy－related　－　61％）．
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Views Regarding Necessity forInternal Activation and Effort to
Gain the Public′s Understanding（％）
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（National Universities SurveY）Views Regarding Methods to Acti－
Vate Universities（％）
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3・From the Open Remarks Section
A great many opinions were written downin the free remarks
SeCtion；SOme arelisted below，dividedinto the various subject
grOup⊥ngS・
Staff Shortages
＊　Thislaboratoryis facing a serious problem because the
authorized staff streng‘this t00low．
＊　The abs01ute staff strength（authorized strength）is
insufficientin relation to the wide range of fields that have to
be dealt with・On top of thatr we are facing a cutin our author－
ized staff strength．
＊　Our biggest problemis staff cuts．Uniform reductions
based on misapplied equalityis a threat to the nation，s future．
＊　To enable governmentlaboratories to displaY their full
functions，they should not be subject to staff reductions．
＊　The range of themes that should be researchedis expand－
ingt Yet the number of researchersis notincreasingl SO the time
Set aSide for studYr aS Well as the effort being putinto de－
Veloping neW fields and methodslis decreasing・
＊　Without a wide－rangingincreasein research funds and
personnel（Particularlyin the social sCiences fields）′Japan
Will drop further and further behind the researchlevelin other
developed countries．
＊　Even though we can acquire new equiPment etC．through new
pro〕eCtS′　We are nOt able toincrease our staff strength，SO the
range of researchis becoming narrower．The principle of allocat－
ing staff numbers according to the scale of research should be
examined．
＊　＝tis thought that for research，the three－PerSOn StruC－
ture，COmPrising research office director，reSearCher and re－
SearCh assistant，is the minimum required′　but at this laborato－
rY，reSearCh under such a structure has reached　60％　of all re－
SearCh carried out，and if further staff cuts are introduced′it
Will create a serious structural obstacle in our research．
Flexible Personnel SYStem
＊　Thereis no flexibilitY Whatsoeverin ranking and promo－
tion・They are both based almost entirelY On qualifications，
academic backg‘rOund′　Seniority and achievementsin a quantitative
SenSe（quality of work does not seem to matter verY muCh）・
Recommendations by superiors should be taken moreinto account，
asis the casein the research communitYin Europe and the United
States・Andif a researcher has been evaluated highlY by an
OVerSeaS aCademic society′　university or research organization，
this should be g‘iVen greater COnSideration．The present personnel
SyStemS are t00　rig‘id′　meChanical and formal，and under these
Circumstances，YOung and talented researchers will become stale．
＊　＝n the present situation where we are unable toincrease
the number of people taking‘Partin personnel exchanges and
academic research because of the authorized staff limits set for
each government agencY and researchinstitute′　rules should be
established to promote personnel transfers（exchanges）beyond
this framework・Thatis，We Should be able to effect exchanges
Withlocal public organizations and the private sector．
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＊　＝　believe thereis a need to enact a Special Rules for
public Research Staff Law′　Similar to the Special Rules for
public Educational and Staff Law′　Whichis being used effectivelY
by staff at national universities・Thereis much that we cannot
putinto practice under the existing Research Exchange Promotion
Law．Since the system of compulsory retirement at age　60　was
introduced′　mOre middle－aged and YOung reSearChers areleaning
towards universitY POSitions・
＊　Thereis a need for governmentlaboratories to take on
students with high－1evel specialist knowiedge and capabilities，
andin this respectl the appointment－by－Selection systemis
excellent・Butlimiting the open selection framework to a rela－
tivelY Small group or applying strict specifications for special－
ist fields when preparing recruitment plansis a hindrance to the
appointment of applicants based on their aptitude・To remedy this
situation，＝　believe thereis a need toimprove the appointment－
by－Selection sYStemr and create the opportunitY for applicants to
enterlaboratories under the best conditions for both the appli－
Cant and thelaboratorY・
＊　Personnel administrationis rigid′　and does not always
facilitate the effective use of human resources．
Securing Researchers
＊　＝　believe that present nationalinstitute post－doctoral
fellows contribute much to research at governmentlaboratories，
but since theY are aPPOintedin October，itis difficult to
SeCure g00d applicants．Thereis a need to bring the appointment
Periodint01ine with the normal recruitment periodin April・
＊　fn recent YearS the drift awaY from the national public
SerVice hasincreased markedlY・This can be seenin the drastic
decreasein the number of applicants from national universities
taking the National Public Service ClassI Entrance Examination・
To date national universities have been the ma］Or SOurCe Of new
graduates for the public service．Thisis partlY attributable to
graduates，strong desire to find employmentin their home towns，
but probablY the ma〕Or reaSOnis that although there is more
freedomin selecting research themes at governmentlaboratories
than at private sector researchinstitutes，Paylevels are not as
high asin the mチjor companies（the high cost ofliving awaY from
〇一e′s home tovmiS also takeninto account）・Governmentlaborato－
rieS muSt therefore become more attractive to graduatesin finan－
C土al areas as・Well．
＊　For governmentlaboratories to attract YOung reSearChers，
laboratories must unf01d unique and highly creative research・To
this end′　thereis a need tointroduce a sYStemin which direc－
tors are able to allocate research funds at their discretion for
themes that make full use of originalideas devised bY the re－
SearChers，ParticularlY the YOung‘reSearChers．Thisis notimpos－
Sible under present conditions，but there arelimits to how much
Of the finite research funds can be allocated to specific re－
SearCh themesr so thereis a need drastically toincrease the
amount of research funds，eSPeCiallY funds for ordinary research・
＊　Researchers，accommodation and research building‘S are nOt
attractive′　and from the viewpoint of securing researchers，these
buildings must be brightened up and better equiPPed．
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Flexible Budget and Accounting SYStem
＊　rnterviewing people′including questionnaire surveYSris
animportant part of researchin the social sciences fields，and
SeCuring the help to carrY Out these surveYSr Or COntraCting them
Out tO eXternal organizationsis essential．But the currentlevel
Of research fundingis simpIY nOt enOugh to meet these needs，and
COnSequentlY，reSearCh efficiency has dropped dramatically・
＊　We oftenliaise with overseas institutes about research
matterS，SO We need a ful1－time secretary′　but thisis not possi－
ble under the existing system・
＊　Zncrease of the director，s discretionarY POWerS（diversion
Of funds within the budget framework）；Effective use of thelease
SyStem．
＊Thereis a need for an examinationinto making regulations
COVering account management and travel？Ⅹpenditure（OVerSeaS
travel）much more relaxed．For exampie′in reiation to travel
e誉Penditure，the final decisio一for（a）changesin places to be
VISited and（b）regional designation for expenditurelevels
Should be left to the director．
＊　The realityis thatif the framework of research work
received on commission from private companiesis expandedJ PreS－
Sure may be placed on other research funds because of the budge－
tary ceiling．Thus the framework of commissioned research should
be outside the framework of the budgetary ceiling・
Research Exchange Problems Caused by a Shortage of Travel Funds
etc．
＊　EverY five YearS thereis aninternational conferencein
mYlaboratory′s field of research．Naturally′　aS director，I have
a responsibility to attend・Although　＝　must attend as a represen－
tative ofJapan，thereis no sYStem Of receiving reimbursement
from government travel funds．These funds should be allocated as
a matter of course．
＊　Althoughitis only a small amount when compared with the
budget for ma］Or equiPment，domestic and overseas travel funds
are seriousiyinsufficient，SO an increase here is matter of
urgenCy・
＊　These days various countries are　一．countingll　0nJapan，s
economic might，and manY requeStJapan，s particiPationin academ－
ic seminars；however there are no funds whatsoever that can be
used to accommodate these requests．
＊　As a part of Japan’s internationalization p01icies，there
is a need further to promoteinternational research exchanges and
technical c00peration，but there are a growing‘number of cases
Where researchers have to use their own moneY tO traVel overseas
OWing to alack of overseas travel funds．
＊　Even when a trip fa11s under the Research Exchange Promo－
tion Law′itis not a simple matter to have government funds paY
even the registration fee for attending an overseas seminar．
＊　Thereis a shortage of funds for domestic travel to attend
Seminars etc・′　SO the Special C00rdination Funds for Promoting
Science and Techn010gy should beincreased．
Increase of Basic Research Funds
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＊　Thereis no scenarioin basic researchr and evenif there
is，if researchis bound t00　tightly to the scenario′　Creative
workisimpossible・＝believe thereis a need toincrease sub－
stantiallY the basic research budgetrinciuding the ordinarY and
special research fundsI SO aS tO enable governmentlaboratories
to have more discretion in this area．
Research Space
＊　Research spaceis set based on staff strengthr soif we
accept alarg・e number of foreign reSearChersr research space
becomes tightr and this willlower theimage of governmentlabo－
ratories，andin turn／Japanitselfr forit will be the poor
research environment，rather than the qualitY Of research，that
Will staYin the minds of these foreign reSearChers・
＊　Thereis also a seriouslack of spacein government build－
ings・Office space for researchersin non－eXPerimental and the
humanities fields corresponds to space for administrative or
Clerical staff，but this does not takeinto account the fact that
research staff must have at hand much more reference material
thanis required by administrative staff・Thereis no advantage
in having research staff conducting their researchin alarge
OPen－Plan r00m With other researchers；if anything，it has a
detrimental effect on the research．In principle′　reSearChers（Or
atleast professional researchers）should have their own offices・
Replacement of Major EquiPment
＊　The governmentlaboratorYin Tsukuba Science CitY WaS
established more than ten years ago；neVerthelessit still has
One Of the more favorable research environments among the govern一
mentlaboratories・It has been more than ten YearS Sinceit was
established though，and much of the ma〕Or equiPment has become
SuPerannuated；however there are no funds whatsoever to replace
this equipment・
Maintaining Statistical Data
＊　Statistical data prepared by the government or prefectures
form the base of research．And there are certain elements of
information、Which must be gatheredin perpetuitY・And there are
Certain fieldsin which progress can be made onlY Wheninforma－
tion has been gathered over an extended period．However，there
are fewer and fewer organizations workingin these fieids．There
is no financial support for this perpetualinformation gathering
and storage・ManY developed countries are c011ecting and storing
this kind ofinformation，andif Japan thinkslight of such
information，We Will fall behindin these fields（environmental
issuesincluded）and be subject to even more cri．ticism．
Systematization of Research
＊1・Thereis a need to develop．sYStemS（SYStematize）for
routine work′　SuCh as component analYSIS・
2・Thereis a need to develop a research evaluation sys－
tem．
3・Thereis a need toimprove the budget request and
execution system（introduction of the European and American
SyStem）
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The common g‘Oal of the aboveis to make research more effi＿
Cient and develop a research environment which enables research－
ers to displaY theirindividual creativitY・
Researchers，Non－reSearCh Duties
＊　The administrative work associated with budget requests
and staffincreases（PreParing and explaining documPntS）takes．up
a massive amount of time and energY・The result gainedisinsig－
nificant compared to the time and energYinput・Wasting research－
ers′irnmense capabilitiesin this waYis a ma］Or PrOblem・
Clarifying the Position of Government Laboratories
＊　The main problemis thatitis not clear exactlY Where
governmentlaboratories stand within the parent government agen－
CY・The government should clarifY Where governmentlaboratories
are positionedin the overall administrative structure．It maY
not be easy toimprove their budgetary treatment，foritis a
PrOblem thatis connected to the overall size of the budget and
budgetary p01icies，but the present situationin which the organ－
i2：ationis maintained but staff numbers and the budget continue
to be cutis，tO reSearChers，likeiiving on borrowed time．Once
the government decides to activate governmentlaboratories，it
Should give prioritY tO allocating the budget and staff needed
for this・The government also must combine・gOVernmentlaborato－
ries whoseimportance has declined′　and transfer surplus re－
SearChers t0　0ther laboratories．
＊　Researchers at governmentlaboratories are similar to
universitY reSearChersin manY regards，but equally′　there are
manY areaS Where theY are dissimilar・Young researchers should
Seek flexible exchanges with external educational organizations，
SuCh as postgraduate sch00lsr SO that they can devote their time
to raising their academic competence；but on the other hand′
research managers should deal with administrative needS，giVing
the necessary guidance and direction，Whileleaving young re－
SearChers to concentrate on g‘aining research experience and
improving their research skills（this do竺S nOtl however，mean
that research managers do not need academiC CaPabilities；they
must have atleast the academic standing to enable them to have
SOmeinfluencein their own specialist field）．On the basis of
SuCh a system，gOVernmentlaboratories should provide research
COnditions that are better than those at universities．
＊　Unless governmentlaboratories are compared with similar
research organizationsin the developed countries，itis meaning－
1ess for them to aim atinternationally piOneering research・We
are called an．，economic power．．，but whenit comes to research
Organizations，We arelagging a COnSiderable distance behind manY
Other countries．
＊　Young researchers are graduallYlosing sight of the gov－
ernment，s vision when carrying Out reSearCh．Thatis，the signif
icance of governmentlaboratories has become vag‘ue．Z can under－
Stand whY gOVernmentlaboratories are required to place greater
importance on basic research，and the research carried out at mY
instituteis f01lowing．this direction．However，f wonder whether
Our mission represented bY the term Hpromotion ofindustrYl．has
really come to an end．When the very foundations ofindustry′
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Which stand at the back of all our research，have been shaken
under the weight ofinternationalization，I believe how we re－
SpOnd to the expectations ofindustry will be〕uSt aS Critical as
eVer．
＊　＝n recent years，enVironmental changes on a global scale
have become a majorissue′　but since such phenomena change over a
VerYlong period′it is essential to establish a medium－　and
long－term COntinuous monitoring structure．＝　believe that the
r01e of governmentiaboratories als01iesin this area，and the
government should g‘iVe adequate medium－　andlong－term budgetary
and personnel support to this r0le．
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Conclus土on
This survey was carried out based on and with the intention
Of drawing comparisons with theinterim report T・Present State of
Educational Research Funds Facing　＝nstructorsl・bY the Nationai
Universities Financial Base Research Study Subcommittee of the
National Universities Association・＝t should be notedin any
COmparison．though，that the subjects of this survey were direc－
tors at governmentlaboratories，Whereas the national universi－
ties surveY queStionedindividualinstructors at national univer－
Sities．
This survey has madeit clear that the research environment
at governmentlaboratoriesis quite severe．Zn the past，gOVern－
mentlaboratories had a significant role to fulfill，and their
Standard of research was high・These daYS，however，equiPment，
buildings and paylevels are worse than．at private sector re－
SearChinstitutes，and thereis a real fear that the standard of
research maY begin to decline・＝n particuiar，thereis a consid－
erable gapin paylevels，and there are concerns that this gap
Will continue to widen．And there is a consensus among manY
directors thatl．It is verY difficult to attract talented re－
SearChers to governmentlaboratories because of the p00r remuner－
ation and research conditions．一．
Itis n010nger unusual for researchers to use their own
PerSOnal funds for research purposes owing to a shortage of
research funds．Zmprovements that are most needed are anincrease
in the amount of research funds per researcher，and anincrease
in the amount of funds for domestic and overseas travel．A ma］Or
PrOblem experiencedin the use of research fundsis that funds
CannOt be diverted between expenditureitems or fiscal YearS・
As for staff strength，the directors first want anincrease
in the number of researchers′　f0110wed by anincrease of research
assistants and technicians，although the highest priority at most
laboratories engagedin bi01ogY－related research was with re－
search assistants and technicians．
Regarding‘diversification of funding sources，gOVernment
laboratories were positive about receiving funds from government
agencies other than their own or private foundations，but some胃
What circumspect about accepting funds from private companies and
ind⊥Ⅴ⊥duals．
This surveY WaS undertaken with the c00Peration of the
Government LaboratorY Directors，Liaison Council and the National
Institute of Science and Techn0logY P01icy of the Science and
Techn01ogy Agency・＝f YOu have anY queries or comments about this
SurVey′　Please send them to the address below・
1st P01icY－Oriented Research Group
National　＝nstitute of Science and Techn0logy P01icy′　Science and
Techn0logY Agency
l－11－39　Nagata－Cho′　Chiyoda－ku，Toky0100
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Annex：Simple Aggregate Results
Note：Unit is　％　unless otherwise indicated．
Your Research Znstitute
l・Name of YOur reSearChinstitute：
Your name：
Telephone：
2．Please indicate in order the two main methods of research at
YOurinstitute
（institutes）（institutes）
（1）Research of documentarY
records
（2）Studies throughinterviews，　　6
Visits，queStionnaires，etc．
（3）Data analysis through
COmputer prOCeSSinq
（4）Theory
（5）Science－　and engineering－
related research
（6）Bi010gY－　and medicine－
related research
（7）Others
9
4
34
28
4
5
5
21
6
19
17
12
tota187　　　　tota185
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＝・Government Laboratories　－　Zdeas andIssues
This part asks YOu yOur Views regarding the concept and r01e
Of governmentlaboratories．
3・How do you assess the r01e fulfilled by governmentlaborato胃
ries overall and YOurinstitutein particular to date？Please
place one of the numbers beiowin each of the boxes．
（1）VirtuallY nO COntribution
（2）Did not contribute verY muCh
（3）Cannot answer
（4）Contributed alittle
（5）Contributed greatlY
Government Your
laboratories institute
OVerall
a．Progress of science
b・Human resources development
⊥n various f⊥elds
C・Contribution to regiOnal
economic development
d．Training‘Of research
SuCCeSSOrS
e．Acceptance of foreign
researchers and international
exchanges
f・Administration of parent
agenCY
g．Contribution to national
economic development
h．Contribution to world
economic development，
including developing
COuntr土es
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4．Howwould you describe the research environment at yOurinsti－
tute compared to thatin universities and private sector reSearCh
institutes？Please use the numbers below toindicate wagelevels，
equiPment and buildings・
（1）Huch worse
（2）Sl土ghtly worse
（3）Same
（4）Sllghtly better
（5）Much better
（6）Nothing with which to compare
（Wages）（Equipment）（Buildings）
a．comparison with
universities
b．comparison with
pr⊥vate sector
research institutes
????????????????
?????????
））））））?）?）?）?）? ?（（（（（（（（（（ ????????????
???????????
））））））））） ????????????（（（（（（（（（ ??????????????
????????????
）?））））））?））） ??????????（（（（（（（（（（
5．From thelist below′　Pleaseindicatein order the three main
areas where a shortageislimiting research at YOurinstitute the
most．
）?））?）?）?）?））????????????? （（?（?（（（（?（Domest土c
Overseas
Ordinary
Reference
EquiPment
Space for
Research
ravel funds
travel funds
research funds
b00ks and material funds
and fixtures funds
research
andlaboratorY aSSistants
Administrative assistants
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total
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?
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6・Zn the field of research at YOurinstitute′　how does the
Current standard of research at governmentiaboratories compare
With that at universities and private sector researchinstitutes？
And assuming that the current research environment does not
Change，how do YOu eXPeCt the standard to comparein ten years？
（1）Huch worse
（2）Sl土ghtly worse
（3）Same
（4）SlightlY better
（5）Much better
（6）Noth⊥ng w⊥th wh⊥ch to compare
（Current）（ZnlO years）
a・Comparison with universities
b・Comparison with private sector
research institutes
?????
????????????
）））））））））） ?????（（（（（（（（（（ ?????????
???????????????
）））））））））） ?????????? （（（（（，．????（
7・Pleaseindicate whether YOu agree Or disagree with the f01low－
ing statements about the financial situation at governmentlabo－
ratories．Place one of the numbers belowin each of the boxes．
（1）D⊥sagree
（2）Cannot saY either waY
（3）Agree
a・Governmentlaboratories are not making the best use of
researchers’capabilities because oflimited ordinary
research funds and equiPment．
（1）　8　　（2）25　（3）67
b・Governmentlaboratories are n010nger able to attract
taiented researchers because of p00r Pay and research
COnditions．
（1）　4　　（2）18　（3）79
C・Governmentlaboratories arelagging behind private sector
researchinstitutes etc．in thelatest fields of research，
and thisis hindering domestic andinternational research
exchanges．
（1）30　　（2）44　（3）26
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8・Pleaseindicate whether YOu agree Or disagree with the f0110W－
ing statements about planned staff cuts at governmentlaborato－
ries．Place one of the numbers below in each of the boxes．
（1）D土sagree
（2）Cannot saY either waY
（3）Agree
a．Government laboratories are unable to make the best use
Of researchers，capabilities because of shortage of
research assistants caused by the planned staff cuts．
（1）　5　　（2）　8　　（3）87
b・Planned staff cuts have made recruiting difficult，Which
in turn has hindered the appointment of YOung reSearChers．
（1）　5　　（2）15　　（3）80
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II．State of Research Funds
This part asks you about research funds at YOurinstitute・
9・In the past twelve months have researchers at yourinstitute
used their own moneY for research purposes owing to a shortage of
research funds？Please circle the applicable response．
a．Domestic travel；Yes；No；Do not know
83　13　　4
b．Overseas travel；Yes；No；Do not know
90　　8　　3
C．Reference b00ks and material；Yes；No；Do not know
86　11　　4
d．Others；Yes；No；Do not know
55　　6　　39
10・At YOurinstitute，Whatis the approximate annual amount（On
a per researcher basis）that researchers or research groups need
to carrY Out their research activities？
a．Domestic travel（if more than　99，Put down　99）
average　￥290′000
b．0verseas travel（if more than　999，Put down　999）
average　￥990′000
C・Experimental research（including government agency ex－
Penditure）（if more than　9，999，put dovm　9，999）
average　￥10′400′000
11．What is the sma11est unit to which funds are allocated at
YOurinstitute？
（l）Zndividual researchers
（2）Research office′　grOuP SeCtion
（3）Research department
（4）Others（Please specifY：　）
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＝＝＝．Financial　＝mprovement
This part asks YOu YOur Views regarding financialimprove－
ment．
12・Assuming you are to receive anincreasein funds，Whatitems
do you believe are at present mostin need ofimprovement？Please
Select twoin order ofimportance・
（1）No need for change
（2）Zncreasein research funds per
researcher
（3）Increasein equipment funds
（less than　￥20million）
（4）Increasein major equipment funds
（more than　￥20million）
（5）＝ncrease与n facilities funds
（6）Zncrease†n domestic travel funds
（7）＝ncrease！n OVerSeaS traVel funds
（8）＝ncreasein OVerall research funds
?????
?
ー?】 ??
??????
???????????????
??
13・What kinds of problems are you facing with regard to usage of
funds at governmentlaboratories？Please select twoin order of
⊥mportance．
（1）No problems
（2）Funds cannot be diverted between
experimental research and travel
（3）Funds cannot be diverted among
experimental research，COmPuter
lease′　and fees forleased
COmmunication facilities
（4）Funds cannot be diverted between
Staff travel and overseas travel
（5）Funds cannot be diverted between
f⊥scal yearS
total lOO lOO
14・Assuming you are to receive anincreasein staff strength，On
What positions do you place the highest priority？Please select
twoin order of priority．
（1）Researchers
（2）Research assistants・and technicians
（3）Administrative staff
（4）Researchers，secretaries
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15・What personnel management problems do YOu believe govemment
laboratories are currentlY facing？Please select twoin order of
⊥mportance．
（1）No problems
（2）No means of giving technicians
appropriate paY and conditions
（3）No means of giving aヲenior
researcher with aleaning tOWards
research an appropriate position
（4）Thereis．no system for
transferring Out Of research
POSitions researchers who are not
Suited to research
21 43
total lOO lOO
16．Should the introduction of research funds from outside the
Parent gOVernment agenCY beincreased？Please place one of the
numbers below in each of the boxes．
???????????）?）?）????（（（ not be increased
Say e土ther way
be increased
a・From g‘OVernment agenCies other than the parent agencY
（1）　2　　（2）30　　（3）67
b・Fromlocal self－gOVerning bodies
（1）15　　（2）51　（3）35
C・From private corporations
（1）　9　　（2）23　　（3）68
d・From private companies andindividuals
（1）30　　（2）34（3）35
17・Thereis an opinion thatincreasing flexibilityin the finan－
Cial sYStem and diversifying funding sources will increase the
disparityin research conditions among‘reSearChinstitutes and
among researchers・What are your feelings about this？
（1）＝fit means greater disparitY，the
SYStem Should not be made more flexibie
and sources should not be diversified
（2）Cannot saY either waY
（3）Evenifit means greater disparity′
the sYStem Should be made more flexible
and sources should be diversified
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18・The following views are based on the opinion that to expand
government disbursement to governmentlaboratories，thereis a
need for governmentlaboratories to activate theinternal struc－
ture and strive to gain wide－SPread understanding and support
from the public・Pleaseindicate your thoughts regarding each of
the f0110Wing・
（1）Not necessary
（2）Cannot saY either way
（3）Necessary
a・Publishing results of research bY reSearChers at
governmentlaboratories
（1）　4　　（2）13　　（3）84
b・Publicly releasinginformation on research activities and
budgetarY matterS and carrYing Out effective public
relations programs at each governmentlaboratory
（1）　2　　（2）16　　（3）81
C・Comprehensive seif－eValuation at governmentlaboratories
（1）1　（2）15　　（3）84
d・Regular evaluation bY a third partY
（1）12　　（2）41　（3）47
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